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Walker looking to bridge gap between campus and community
Student dialogue meeting addresses questions about potential fate of university
By Dakota Palmer

three areas of expertise or specialization. Last week, Edinboro
submitted four areas to PASSHE that “our campus is going to be
really good at,” according to Walker. Those four areas are: arts
and visual entertainment; mental and social ally health services;
business, applied science, and professional programming; and
education.
“Now we’re going to have to start making decisions about
where we’re going to grow and where we’re not going to grow,
and it’s going to be within those four areas,” he said.
Additionally, Walker would like to implement a doctor of
education degree in STEM education.
Another student asked what the university planned to do
to help the retention of students of color, to which Walker
responded that Edinboro needs to change its admissions
standards. The university has already made the admissions
standards more challenging for the 2017-18 school year.
Walker also mentioned how academic success needs to be more
prominent, and he plans to have a committee over the summer
compare Edinboro’s academic success programs to those of
other state universities.
“Our problem is even more challenging because we’re very

News Editor

On Monday, April 3, Edinboro University President Dr. H.
Fred Walker held a student dialogue meeting to discuss the
future of the campus and answer student questions. About 15
students were in attendance for the hour-long meeting.
“Now we are at the point where we’re going to engage the
campus community for the rest of the semester, talking about
the sort of things they want to see this university become,”
Walker began with.
He plans to schedule a series of meetings with various
constituent groups in the university and community to talk
about what the groups want to improve and what choices they
want to make for the campus.
One student asked if Edinboro will become a specialization
school.
Walker responded: “We’re not going to fundamentally change
the character of the university. I don’t want to try to make this
into a technical school, and I don’t want to try to make this into
a research institution. We’ve got to preserve the character of the
heritage that we were all entrusted with.”
Additionally, he spoke about how Pennsylvania State System
Photo: Dakota Palmer of Higher Education (PASSHE) Chancellor Frank T. Brogan has
Walker held a student dialogue meeting on April 3.
required over the last four years that each university identify

See Walker, A3
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Edinboro University freshman Noah Saylor took first place in
Edinboro’s Got Talent.

EU students swipe right on dating apps
By Dakota Palmer
News Editor

Four years ago, the phrases “swipe
right” and “swipe left” typically
meant nothing. Now, they seem
to be part of millennials’ common
vernacular, as the rise of online
dating apps have become prevalent.
Before dating apps such as Tinder
and Bumble, most online dating
services were occupied by those
people who were typically older than
30 years old. However, according to
a 2015 report from the Pew Research
Center, the number of 18 to 24
year olds who use dating apps has
nearly tripled since 2013. The same
study reported that approximately
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22 percent of people in 2015 used
dating apps, whereas in 2013, only 5
percent reported using them.
Additionally, the survey found
that more people were accepting
of online dating apps in 2015 than
they were in 2013. Eighty percent of
Americans think online apps such
as OkCupid or Tinder are acceptable
ways to meet people, with reasons
given that they’re easier and help
people better find matches.
According to a survey in which
100 college students in the Erie
and Edinboro area participated, 33
percent reported they use online
dating apps, 27 percent reported
they do not and 40 percent said they
had in the past, but do not anymore.

Out of those who reported they do,
a majority (65 percent) said they use
Tinder.
In the same survey, 35 percent of
people said they use dating apps for
finding a relationship, 7 percent said
they use them to find friendship,
9 percent said they use them for
hookups, and 49 percent said they
use them just to browse. Forty-one
percent responded that they open
dating apps on their phones once
a week, 20 percent responded they
open them twice a week, and 38
percent responded they open them

See Dating, A3

Winner for ‘Edinboro’s
Got Talent’ announced
By Madi Gross
Staff Writer

The “Edinboro’s Got Talent”
finale was held on April 7 in Cole
Auditorium. The competition
began with a performance by
the Xlcusive Step Team and
an introduction by host Caleb
Richardson III. Each of the three
remaining contestants — Noah
Saylor, Richard Gibson and
Makayla Murray — were given
time to perform multiple songs
and magic tricks.
Noah Saylor, a freshman,
performed a set he titled

The Arts

“Progressions,” which contained
three songs: “Everlong” by Foo
Fighters, “Karma Police” by
Radiohead and “Two Head Boy,
Part II” by Neutral Milk Hotel. At
the beginning of the competition,
Saylor was a part of a duo, which
split a few weeks ago. This was
the second performance in which
Saylor performed by himself.
Sophomore Richard Gibson
performed a set, titled “The Final
Curtain.” He completed two

See Talent, A3
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Edinboro Hotel Bar undergoes renovations
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Renovations at the Edinboro Hotel Bar are expected to be completed by April 22.
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Renovations to the bar include new tile flooring in the front and back bar area.

By Macala Leigey

Managing Editor | News
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Updating the bar’s bathrooms was one of the first renovations to be made.
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The Hotel Bar will be hosting live bands on their new stage May 19 and 20.

Coarsely carved words decorate the
aged wooden booths, documenting sloppy
collegiate nights; faithful regulars sit on
the worn, circular bar stools, sipping their
drinks of choice; and a mix of classic-rock
and today’s hits fill the 1952 bar, unifying
the generations that crowd within the walls
of Edinboro’s oldest eating and drinking
establishment.
However, the accustomed scene of the
Edinboro Hotel Bar will soon take on a new
look, as renovations to the bar are currently
in the works.
“The idea of renovating the bar has been
in the works since I purchased the bar 10
years ago,” said Edinboro Hotel Bar owner Pat
Hargest.
He continued: “The actual renovations
started in January. We needed architectural
drawing that had to be approved by the state,
which took some time.”
The bar renovations include: new handicap
accessible restrooms; new bar top area
and emergency exit in the pool room; new
tile flooring on the dance floor; front bar
area and back bar area; demolition of old

restrooms; the building of a stage area with a
new front window; new liquor island behind
the bar with a 16-draft tower; and select
aesthetic changes, such as lighting on the
outside of the bar.
“This make-over will be very important for
our overall business. People are going to be
amazed when they see the difference,” said
Hargest.
He continued: “Obviously, people knowing
we've gotten rid of our dilapidated restrooms
in favor of brand new, state-of-the-art ones
will create a better atmosphere right away.
The stage will foster more opportunities for
us becoming a go-to live music venue.”
Renovations are expected to be completed
by April 22.
“That is the day (April 22) of the Edinboro
Barstool Open, a charity event where each bar
in town creates a golf hole and patrons travel
from bar to bar playing putt-putt. Also the
22nd is my 10 years of ownership party,” said
Hargest.
Additionally, the Edinboro Hotel Bar will
be hosting live bands on their new stage
Friday, May 19 and Saturday, May 20, as part
of the Edinboro Art and Music Festival.
Macala Leigey can be reached at eupnews.
spectator@gmail.com.
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Edinboro Council of Trustees student
representative announces office hours
By Dakota Palmer
News Editor

Junior Savannah Anderton is the student
representative on the Edinboro University
Council of Trustees.
“As the student representative, my role is to
represent, to the best of my ability, the voices
and interests of Edinboro students,” she said.
If students have questions or concerns
about the state of the university, they should

contact Anderton. Anderton has office hours
on the second floor of the Pogue Student
Center, Mondays from 1 p.m. to 2:20 p.m., and
Wednesdays from 11 a.m. to 12:15 p.m. She
also has office hours in the Honors Program
Office, located in Earp Hall, on Wednesdays
from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m., Thursdays from 1 p.m.
to 3 p.m., and Fridays from noon to 5 p.m.
Dakota Palmer can be reached at eupnews.
spectator@gmail.com.
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Learning Commons Toolshed Seminar
discusses methods for combating stress
By Aaron Foster-Williams
Staff Writer

College can be a stressful place. Students
are bombarded with new and challenging
obstacles upon arriving and sometimes
succumb to failure. Whether they are
battling test anxiety or trying to get over a
fear of public speaking, many students are
faced with a myriad of stressors that may
negatively affect their grades.
Aaron Hunsinger, an academic success
coordinator, held a Learning Commons
Toolshed Seminar on April 4 and 5 to
discuss his methods for combating stress.
He covered a few different topics, but
organization was the key to Hunsinger’s
seminar.
“Organization leads to less stress, because
when you’re on top of things and you know
what’s going on, you have less to worry
about," he said.
The first topic Hunsinger presented
was the importance of effective time
management. One of the things he has
noticed with students is that they have
problems effectively managing their
time. Many students struggle to find a
balance between their social lives and their
academic lives.
“You’re paying to be in school. You’re not
paying to be social,” he said.
Hunsinger also explained how exercising
can help students deal with their stress and
suggested that a good workout can set a
mind on the right path.
“Exercising releases endorphins that
make you feel better,” he said.
According to The National Center
for Biotechnology Information (NCBI),

Talent
From A1
magic tricks within his set, titled “Dots”
and “Split.” In the first trick, he asked an
audience member to pick one of the three
dots on boards on the stage; the audience
member picked the green dot. Gibson then
revealed an envelope taped to the stage
where he had written a note to himself that
the audience member was going to pick the
green dot.
In his second trick, Gibson had an
assistant get into a large box, which he then
proceeded to shove swords through. After
he removed all the swords, his assistant was
again revealed without harm or injuries.
The third contestant was junior Makayla
Murray, who sang a set titled “My Favorite

exercising causes the brain to release
endorphins, which are neurochemicals in
the brain that act as natural painkillers.
Hunsinger mentioned that jogging and
weightlifting are some good methods of
exercising.
He also discussed how preparation is
another key to removing stress and how
being prepared can relieve a lot of selfinduced stress. He then introduced an
effective method for setting goals, called
SMART.
First, the goal needs to be specific enough
so one can understand exactly what they are
trying to accomplish. Next, the goal needs
to be measurable so the progress can be
evaluated.
After that, the goal should be attainable
so that the expectations are not too high.
The goal also needs to be realistic and
relevant. He said making unrealistic goals
can cause one to develop more stress. Lastly,
the goal needs to be time-bound so there is
sufficient time to achieve it.
Hunsinger ended his seminar by
presenting a meditation technique known
as active deep breathing. He said it is
important to get enough oxygen to the brain
because when one is stressed or nervous,
it deprives oxygen to the brain, which can
cause more stress.
Reina Smith, a freshman at Edinboro,
said she thought the seminar was very
informative, and she learned some good
techniques about reducing stress.
“I thought it was very educational. I’m
not really good with stress or anxiety, so I
think it really helped,” Smith said.
Aaron Foster-Williams can be reached at
eupnews.spectator@gmail.com.
winner of last year’s Edinboro Idol —
performed “To Make You Feel My Love” by
Adele.
When these performances were finished,

Dating
From A1
three or more times a week.
One source who wished to remain
anonymous said that she uses dating apps
because it’s much easier for her to talk behind
a screen than go up to someone face to face.
She also said that when she looks at someone’s
profile, she tries to gauge how serious or
not serious someone takes their bios. She
mentioned that she will meet someone in
person if they are a mutual friend or after
Facetiming or Skyping with them.
Another anonymous source agreed that
the biography is the most important part of
a profile. “I almost always read their bios. If
they seem to have good qualities and similar
interests to my own, I’ll swipe right. I also need
to be attracted to them,” she said.

stage with each of the last three contestants.

feel like dating apps are such an impersonal

The end of the interviews led to judges

way to meet people, but our society is so

George Morgan and Debra Campbell

technologically obsessed that it seems to be the

announcing that the final two contestants
continuing into the final round would be
Gibson and Saylor.
In the final round, Saylor performed an
original song that he and his friends wrote.

only way to meet people anymore.”
She would be willing to drive up to an hour
to meet someone, if the conversation is going
well. But if she “doesn’t see it truly turning into
anything special, I won’t travel far.”
In the survey, 52 percent of people said that

it is more difficult to narrow down program
selections, he added.
Walker guaranteed that students who are on
track to graduate with certain degrees would be
able to finish those degrees. Those programs,
however, would not accept new students if
eliminated. “We’ve made a commitment as a
university to not disrupt our students, and we
did that because it’s the right thing to do.”
One student asked what Walker’s standpoint
on restructuring clubs and organizations is,
and he said that his focus right now is mainly
on academics. However, he said, “One of the
things that I’ve said that we’re not doing well as
a university is define the Edinboro experience.”
He wants to advertise more than just
academic programs for potential students;
Walker would like to be able to advertise
academics, athletics, and clubs and
organizations to persuade people to attend
Edinboro. Walker also discussed how he wants
to eventually implement more team building,
especially with freshmen. He believes it is
important for students to bond with each other
to really get the full college experience.
“What we’ve got to do is engage people into a
pursuit that connects them to the community,”
he said.
“I think what I’m hearing is that everybody
is sharing their different perspectives and
understands that we’re going to have to do
things different,” he concluded. “Let’s get on
with it.”
Dakota Palmer can be reached at eupnews.
spectator@gmail.com.
A third anonymous source reported that she
uses dating apps because “it’s difficult to find
ladies who want to date other ladies.” When
asked what factors she takes into consideration
before she swipes right or left on a person, she
considers “their place in life, their goals and
their desires for a partner.”
She doesn’t use the app very seriously, but
only when she knows that she’ll have some free
time to go on a date.
“The LGBTQ+ community has such a
limited range of dating apps, it can be difficult
to find people through them,” she said.
An anonymous male freshman said that he
uses dating apps because it’s hard to connect
with people unless they’re also a freshman, so
dating apps make it easier to see who else is out
there.
He continued: “I look for more personality
traits that are compatible to mine. You can find
someone you’re attracted to physically, but
they could be dumb as a post, so I look at their
interests first.”
All four sources reported that in addition to
the apps, they try to find potential significant
others in person.
“Our generation likes to keep the world at
our fingertips, and online dating apps make
it easier to find people,” he said. “I know I

Gibson completed a trick where he had

they have gone on a date with someone they

wouldn’t walk up to a stranger and start to flirt,

an audience member with a ring come up

met on a dating app. In addition, 14 percent

it seems odd to me. Yet again, online, you can

of people reported they met their current

have a sort of façade to yourself.”

to the stage, where he then proceeded to
somehow make the ring disappear and end
up in a walnut, an egg, a lemon and a bag.

from “Wicked,” where her sister joined her

who took first place in the competition.

on stage to portray “Elphaba” from the play.

Richardson III closed the program

Her set continued with “The Man that Got

by extending his gratitude to all who

Away” from “A Star is Born” and “Wishing

participated in the show. Whether it

You Were Somehow Here Again” from

was setting the program up, performing

“Phantom of the Opera.”

in, judging, being a part of the crew or

significant other through a dating app, while 24
percent reported they did not.

Dakota Palmer can be reached at eupnews.
spectator@gmail.com.

audience, he expressed that all of these

went backstage to deliberate. After that,

people were important to the success of this

one of the judges, Casey Conrad-Medvis,

show.

Claude François. Rachel Nicely — the

rural and we’re not located close to a big
population center, so getting the diversity on
campus that we like to see is a challenge, any
way you slice it,” he said.
One student asked what the plans to increase
the revenues of the university are. Walker
explained how enrollment has decreased from
about 8,700 students to 6,100 students in the
span of a few years.
“During that time,” Walker added, “we
haven’t really adjusted our faculty and staff
ranks, so we’re still carrying that cost structure.”
Since the emergence of the working groups
that have been analyzing the university’s
academic programs, enrollment and
revenue, some programs that have been
underperforming in the last five to 10 years
have been brought to light. Walker plans to
“take offline programs that have a multiple year
history of not performing” and “bring a new
series of programs” to the university.
He said: “Our charter says we’re going to
be driving people into the economy of the
commonwealth and our biggest draw is for
students who are coming here from counties
surrounding us. That directly impacts the way
that we look at a lot of programs that we offer.”
He went on to talk about how West Chester
University, which is near Philadelphia, has
more people in their drawing area, so they can
shape students and increase certain admissions
standards. Since Edinboro is in a rural area,

She said she uses dating apps because, “I

At the end of it all, it was Noah Saylor

performed “My Way” by Paul Anka and

From A1

judge Drew Patrick held short interviews on

Things.” Murray’s first song was “Popular”

After the performers finished, the judges

Walker

Madi Gross can be reached at eupnews.
spectator@gmail.com.

March 17 — An accident occurred in front of the Louis C. Cole Memorial Auditorium at
approximately 2:13 a.m. The driver, Maxwell Huntley, 23, was reportedly found to be under the
influence of alcoholic beverages and was charged with DUI as well as other traffic offenses.
April 1 — In response to a reported dispute occurring near the Pogue Student Center parking lot
at approximately 1:35 a.m., officers reportedly found Jessica Meyer, 19, to be under the influence of
alcohol. Being under the legal age of 21, Meyer was cited for underage drinking.
April 2 — A student reported that unknown individual(s) broke into his car between
the hours of 3 p.m. and 6:10 p.m. while it was parked in the Pogue Student Center lot.
Individual(s) tampered with volume and left a CD in the sound system.
April 5 — A victim reported that an individual has been following her around campus,
harassing her and stalking her. An investigation is continuing.
April 6 — A victim who resides on campus reported a fraudulent withdrawal from their
bank account. The investigation is continuing.
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‘Keep Your eyes peeled’ thesis show
BY Ceramic Artist ashley Bevington

Photos by Madi Gross

These works by
Bevington appeared in
Loveland Hall’s Bates
Gallery.
Bates Gallery is open
to the public, daily
from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.

William Wegman lectures
in Louis C. Cole Auditorium
By Sarah Schroeder
Contributing Writer

William Wegman came to Erie to help judge
the Erie Art Museum’s 94th Annual Spring
Show on Wednesday, April 5. The following
afternoon, Wegman met with the Advanced
Photography class at Edinboro University,
talking to them about their own bodies of work
and being young creators.
That evening, he gave a talk in the Louis C.
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Cole Auditorium, which gave him a chance to
go through his work and look for things he had
never noticed before, noting he never knows
the mood each talk he does will take.
“I’m never quite sure if it’ll be serious or
silly,” noted Wegman.
With a career spanning four decades,
Wegman has a long list of accomplishments,
including receiving 2 Guggenheim Fellowship
grants, a National Endowment for the Arts
grant and having multiple shows at the Modern
Museum of Art in New York City.
Wegman has used a variety of mediums
throughout his career, and covered
photography, drawing, painting and
videography in his talk. Throughout his
presentation he showed his lighthearted sense
of humor.
Wegman’s most well known pieces are
centered around his dogs, both weimaraners.
He’s spent decades posing them, sometimes in
costume, to make photographs and videos.
While introducing Wegman to the audience,
Edinboro professor Karen Ersnt stated that his
art is a “result of mutual devotion, him to his
dogs and them to him.”

Wegman spoke of the dogs lovingly,
describing traits that made them all individuals.
He noted that he remembers the images he
made of them so distinctly, including the first
color image he took, which was of his first
weimaraner, Man Ray, and when he started
shooting large, color Polaroids of his second
dog, Fay Ray.
A black and white photograph of a plate of
salami with a hand reaching for a slice was
Wegman’s opening image. He made it while
teaching at the University of WisconsinMadison and referred to it as his “eureka piece.”
The subject matter wasn’t particularly
exciting, he explained, but it sparked his
thinking about “what kind of lies a photograph
can make,” which led to his experimenting with
a camera.
Being self-taught did not stop him from
arranging mundane items to explore the
boundaries of the medium. Wegman was
completely honest when talking about
photographs and other works he created that he
didn’t like, something many successful artists
can struggle with.
Less well known are his drawings, done on
regular 8.5-inch x 11-inch paper with pencil.
Wegman puts no focus on shading or modeling,
as they aren’t thumbnails for photographs or
other works.
He said “only smart people like them,” and
even credits those who enjoy the images with
a high IQ. They all included captions, written
directly on the images, explaining the line
drawings and showing his flair for word play.
At one point a gallery told Wegman that his
art was “too commercial.”
Instead of giving up on having his work
being shown, he decided to “take back the art
world.” Wegman made images of his dogs that
were meant to resemble famous artworks as a
way to prove that he was creating fine art.
That’s the type of determination that has kept
him producing work that he enjoys, appealing
to a wide range of people, all while helping to
make his name well known in the art world.
Recently, Wegman has been working on
taking found postcards and extending them
with paint.
The works evolved from being about the
postcards to being about the painting, some
having multiple postcards attached to the
surface while others only have one.
His humor shines through his works with
titles like “Amateur Cubism” and “Artists,
Including Me.”
Wegman has a varied body of work and looks
to have something for everyone to enjoy. People
don’t have to be artistically inclined to find a
piece of his to relate to, he explained, which is
probably why William Wegman has become a
household name in the art world.
Sarah Schroeder can be reached at
ae.spectator@gmail.com.
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Art Student Spotlight : Scott Johnson
By Madi Gross
Staff Writer

Scott Johnson — a sophomore computer
animations major — admits that he spends
around 28 hours outside of class on his
artwork.
As he slumped down a little more in his
seat, he discussed his favorite thing about
art.
“[My favorite thing about art is] the
ability to express one’s self through a
medium, to express something that you
can’t really do with words,” he said.
“You can paint a picture that would
speak volumes [more] than what a sentence
or paragraph could,” stated Johnson.
He continued: “Animation is my favorite

art form, because you take a still model
and make it come to life and you can also
create an entire world and an entire set of
characters out of nothing.”
Johnson began to explain how he found
Edinboro and art as part of his path,
stating, “I was originally a nursing major
but decided last minute that it was not for
me.”
Johnson continued: “I informed the
college that had already accepted me that I
was not going to attend their school.”
“My sculpture and ceramics teacher in
high school went to Edinboro and told
me that they had an excellent animation
program, as did a friend of mine who went
here, so I decided to use their judgment
and come here,” he stated, as he sat up.
“I didn’t know how to draw, so I picked
computer animation as my concentration
[which I found out later that you do have
to know how to draw].”
He continued by speaking about his
creative process, his favorite piece of art
that he has created and his favorite thing
about his own art.
“Usually, it starts with a doodle. I’ll see
people that inspire me, create it, give it a
name, and then create a universe for it,” he
stated about his creative process.

Senior Graphic & Interactive Design
Show on display in Bruce Gallery

Photo: Madi Gross
Scott Johnson is a sophomore computer animations major that finds himself
working long hours outside of the classroom to perfect his craft.
“The character rig that I just created
[is my favorite piece that I’ve created].
Creating it made me realize that creating
character rigs is something I’d like to do in
the future as a career,” he stated.
Johnson explained how much he and his

‘Fast and Furious’ series
keeps adding installments
nobody has asked for
By John Anderson
Newsday

Photos: Gabriel Hypes
‘Internalized Mysogyny’ by Julia Crawford.

‘PVRIS Vinyl Record’
by Joshua Merow.

‘That’s No Moon...’ by Joshua Merow.

‘Nickstalgia Film Fest’ by Ashley Stone.

‘Hom Family Brewery’ by Alexa Valenta.

art has grown since he started college. “I’m
getting there but I’m not quite there yet,”
he stated about his favorite thing about his
art.
Madi Gross can be reached at
ae.spectator@gmail.com.

Muscles. Cars. Muscle
cars. Flaming muscle cars.
A wrecking ball the size of a
house. A demolition derby
on Fifth Avenue. A nuclear
submarine.
"I will admit, there were a
lot of toys," said director F.
Gary Gray.
Gray's toy box "The Fate
of the Furious,” which opens
April 14, is the seventh sequel
in a franchise that dates back
to 2001 and has become
the biggest in the history of
Universal Pictures (which
dates back to 1912).
Each installment has tried
to outdo the previous one in
terms of fabulous cars and
fabulous heists, exhibiting
little regard for the critics "or
physics," Gray conceded.
But the results have been
precisely the thing that may
keep the big screen alive, and
drag people out of their living
rooms.
"If you're at home watching
a drama with Meryl Streep,
that's cool," Gray said. "But
when you go out to the
theater you want to see a
wrecking ball slamming
into cars. You know what I
mean? You want to grab your
laptop and watch 'My Dinner
With Andre'? Thumbs up.
But if you make it out to an
IMAX theater, you better
get a wrecking ball and a
submarine. And that's part of
the fun of this movie."
Returning for episode 8 is
the usual cast of daredevils
Hobbs (Dwayne Johnson),
Dom (Vin Diesel), Ortiz
(Michelle Rodriguez), Roman
(Tyrese Gibson), Deckard
Shaw (Jason Statham) and Tej
Parker (Ludacris).
Notably absent, of course,
is Paul Walker, who played
Brian O'Conner in most
of the films and who died
in 2013, but appeared in
"Furious 7" (2015), largely
through the use of CGI.
(Brian and girlfriend Mia,
played by Jordana Brewster,

are now "retired.")
One of the things that has
marked the franchise, despite
its raison d'etre being hot
cars, hot bodies and speed,
is a feeling of family among
the cast. Sure, they're actors
playing an ad hoc family. But
Gray says the camaraderie is
genuine.
"I'm the new guy on the
block," said Gray, who in
1995 made the cult fave
"Friday," and in 2015 directed
"Straight Outta Compton"
one of the best-reviewed
movies of recent years.
He also directed Diesel
in "A Man Apart" (2003),
Johnson in "Be Cool" (2005),
and in 2003 made "The Italian
Job," starring both Statham
and a series newcomer,
Charlize Theron.
“But even though I've
worked with half the cast
already, they've been working
with each other, in some
cases, 15 years-plus. And
you can feel the family
thing woven throughout the
franchise. And you can also
feel it off screen."
In some ways, he said, it
helps. "And in some ways you
have to direct through it, and
what I mean by that is they
are so used to being together,
sometimes you have to pry
them apart."
In "Fate of the Furious,"
they're certainly pried apart:
Dom and Ortiz are on their
honeymoon in Cuba when
Dom is approached by the
villainous Cipher (Theron)
with an offer he can't refuse:
Turn on the team or else.
When he and his longtime
colleagues are dispatched
to retrieve a missing
electromagnetic pulse
weapon, Dom goes rogue,
steals the weapon, and leaves
Hobbs to be arrested and sent
to prison (where he runs into
Deckard, and their uneasy
alliance begins).
"You've never seen Dom
go up against the family like
this," Gray said, "so in some
case they're going against
their instincts and that affects

the directing style as well."
Fans of "Fast & Furious"
like their interpersonal
narratives, but they really
like action and "Fate of
the Furious" delivers that,
including the aforementioned
submarine, cars outrunning
torpedoes, cars racing across
Icelandic ice and an epic set
piece in Manhattan. "
Our writer, Chris Morgan,
had a lot of fun dreaming
this stuff up," Gray said. "And
filming in Cuba was next to
impossible.
They don't have the
infrastructure for a movie
this size.
Shooting in Iceland, just
the math 40 cars racing 100
mph on melting ice, making
sure the ice wasn't going to
collapse underneath it. That
all took a lot. Things people
would take for granted took a
lot. But that's what makes it a
movie-going experience."
One day, one of the movie's
tractor trailers fell through
the surface "because the ice
wasn't strong enough," Gray
said. "These were things we
had to calculate.
How do you get a car up
to a certain speed driving
through Times Square? How
do you get a helicopter flying
over Havana, given that there
hasn't been an American
airship flying over Havana in
over 60 years?
Even Obama's plane
couldn't fly over Havana; he
had to land in the outskirts."
Creatively, it was a feat, but
logistically it was something
else, "let alone having some
of the biggest stars in the
world, coordinating their
schedules, having them fly in
from all over the world to do
what amounts to two minutes
on film, was a massive
undertaking."
"It's crazy, I know, but so
much fun," he said.
“And the question is, where
do you go after you have cars
falling out of airplanes and
jumping out of buildings and
things like that? Wrecking
balls. And submarines.”
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Edinboro underground:
the rebirth of the local
alternative scene
By Chris Lantinen
Professor/Advisor

In regard to formative,
youthful musical experiences,
the setting was often the same.
My father drove a 1995 Ford
Bronco, brown and white, if
memory serves, a vehicle now
characterized by experiences
far from my western New York
upbringing. But that’s beside
the point. It was this vehicle in
which I first heard the perfectly
paced build, the mind-bending,
audaciously theatrical peak,
the warp-speed fade-out of
“Bohemian Rhapsody,” track
11 of Queen’s 1975 full-length
record, “A Night At The Opera.”
For a kid growing up in the
‘90s, a record hailing from the
heart of the ‘70s is perhaps a
strange “life changing” choice,
but it’s more so what the
album prepared this particular
listener for (it also helps that
it soundtracked one of my
favorite movie scenes of my
youth. You know the one.)
“Bohemian” may occupy
just five of the 43-minute
runtime, but its greatest
qualities are at the core of my
favorite music: a borrowing
of the narrative tradition, a
linking of noise and melody

over story, the execution of
concept. Long drives were often
a waiting game, bands like
Chicago, The Rolling Stones,
even The Beatles (although I
did like much of their music)
standing between spins of that
particular, influential track.
While, for example, “Hey
Jude” may be recorded music’s
greatest example of pure pop,
“Bohemian” illustrated just
what it meant to go beyond
standard structure, a creation
that surprised young ears with
just how bizarre it intended
to be. It felt like five different
songs in one for years, maturity
allowing a better ear to finally
pick up on the brilliant
transition moments, the tones
carried over providing its unity.
Most importantly, it led
to greater appreciation of an
album like “Dog Problems,”
The Format’s 2006 work. The
title track builds to much the
same culmination, subbing
out extended riffs for a motley
crew of horns and tender taps
of the keys. It certainly helps, in
regard to some sort of through
line, that Nate Ruess (who’d
later record a couple smash
hits as part of Fun.) employs
similar pipes, and can carry
the stage-like, performative

aspect of the vocal role; to aim
for theatricality, you need a
Broadway-ready voice. But it
was more that Queen prepared
me for a superior song
structure, a way to get past the
pop-punk of my earlier days
(although you remain great
gym music, early Sum 41).
It was Queen’s ambition that
made me seek out the same in
my modern day crop of rock
bands.
Take Forgive Durden, a punk
band that in 2008, didn’t just
write with narrative in mind,
but wrote an entire musical,
releasing through a label that
was more comfortable with
bands like The Academy Is…
and Gym Class Heroes. And
while most didn’t gravitate
to the experience, it was near
a year obsession for me; an
in-my-wheelhouse voice had
finally taken those aims and
blown them out to epic levels.
I was still frantically chasing
the weird, frantically chasing
that feeling of five songs in
one, frantically chasing its
connective tissue. Queen’s
“Night At The Opera” started
that chase.
Chris Lantinen can be
reached at clantinen@edinboro.
edu.

By Kimberly Firestine
Arts Editor

There used to be a place in
Edinboro where some of the
biggest bands in the alternative
scene would stop on tour.
The Hangout was once the
place to go when you didn’t
have anything to do and
wanted to see a show. Rumor
has it, the now-defunct band
The Audition played a show
there and it inspired a song, the
aptly titled “Edinboro.” After
housing bands like Midtown,
Bayside, Punchline and Every
Time I Die for over a decade,
The Hangout closed its doors
in 2011 due to vandalism to
the venue, as stated in a blog
post by Erie Shows on Jan.
14, 2011. The show planned
for the following February
with Hawthorne Heights was
canceled, and Edinboro lost
The Hangout for good.
You’d never guess that five
years later, Edinboro would
become home to an emerging
underground scene. Thanks to
a few Edinboro students and
their basement, locals once
again have a cheap hangout
option complete with loud
music and the opportunity to
shove each other around in the
dark.
If you walk out the front
doors of Compton Hall, turn
right down Normal Street, then
left down Ontario, you’d never
guess there was a house with a
basement full of kids and rock
bands. That is unless you’ve
spotted a van or two parked on
the street or in the driveway
and knew which house you
were looking at, you’d never
be able to tell the difference
between the faint sounds of a
house show or a regular Friday
night house party.
Senior forensic psychology
major Braden Docherty is to
thank for that. Docherty, along
with friends Alex Marvin,
Brandon Pappalardo, Joe
Lynch and Gene Baritot — all
students at Edinboro — began
planning house shows last year,
though Docherty has three
years of booking under his belt.
“The very first house show
was actually a celebration
of Krampus Day around
winter time,” said Docherty.
“I remember spending the
majority of the day decorating
and setting up with Gene and
then having all our friends over
to listen to music. It wasn’t a
burn the house down kind of
show, but everybody enjoyed
themselves and it was a very
relaxing time.”
While it can prove to be a
tough task to put a show on,
Docherty says his friends all
do a significant amount of
work, which makes it easier
for everyone. “I owe a lot of
gratitude to Joe. He always
comes early and helps me
clean/set up the basement
and runs our door so I can
make sure the show is running
smoothly,” said Docherty. “All
three of these guys are stellar
people and do a lot to help ease
the stress of the shows.”
Docherty credits
the beginning of their
underground adventures
to Baritot and their old
apartment. “I’ve always enjoyed
putting together shows and
Gene suggested we do acoustic
shows in my living room. We

made a makeshift stage out of a
coffee table and TV stand and
Tommy Lipo, the drummer of
Mallory Run, would lend us
his PA system,” said Docherty.
“Once I moved out of the
apartment and into my house,
I realized I could start putting
together full band shows in the
basement. Our first show in my
new house was the weekend
before school started and had
Bonfires, Fossil Youth, The
Weekend Classic, Living Means
and Mallory Run.”
When it comes to picking
and booking bands, Docherty
says it can come down to
a matter of timing and
accommodations.
“Sometimes we have bands
who hit us up and ask if they
can book the basement or we
follow bands tour routes and
try to find off dates that are
close to Edinboro and book
them,” said Docherty. “A lot of
bands are a lot more willing
to work with you if you offer

shows,” said Docherty. “The
reason Light Years played
a show in the basement is
because of him.”
Docherty says that same
show was his favorite so far.
“The house was packed, all
the bands killed their sets, and
Mallory Run almost tore the
house down,” he said. “I am
almost positive a microphone
broke in half during their set.”
No strangers to the Edinboro
community, Mallory Run can
always be found at Docherty’s
house shows. The band —
consisting of Dan McClune
(vocals), Tommy Lipo (drums),
John Krasinski (not that one,
he plays guitar), Joe Kotala
(guitar) and Albert Kotala
(bass) — recently signed with
Wilhelm Records and is on the
verge on releasing a new EP.
During the filming of their
episode of Spectator Music’s
“Live From Studio B,” McClune
stated that getting the band
signed to Wilhelm came from

Photo: Kimberly Firestine

Mallory Run performs at a packed house show April 7.
them couches to sleep on and
food to eat.”
Whether it’s 40 people or
140 people crammed into
Docherty and company’s
basement, safety has never
been a concern to him, though
the shows can get a bit rough
sometimes. According to
Docherty, the only hesitation or
restriction that has ever come
about while planning a show
has been guaranteeing the
safety of attendees and respect
of his house mates.
He hopes that those who
attend the shows get a sense of
appreciation for the music the
bands play and for the chance
to experience live music in that
setting. “Most of your favorite
bands started in a basement,
a garage, or some other DIY
venue,” said Docherty.
Booking the shows has not
always been as easy as making
phone calls and sending
emails. On occasion, Docherty
has had to deal with bands
backing out and failure to come
through on the end of a band’s
management.
“I had a show booked with
a plethora of bands whose
manager had asked me to book
it. Almost all of the bands
dropped off the show last
minute,” said Docherty. “I had
to scramble to find people to
play. The one band kept telling
me they were on their way until
30 minutes before load in time
they said they hadn’t even left.
That show still ended up being
a great time and Mallory Run
headlined.”
Docherty cites Marvin as
a big player in the booking
aspect of his house shows,
going as far as crediting Marvin
for the recent show booked
with Ohio natives Light Years.
“(Alex) goes to shows, talks
to band members and always
brings up how we do house
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Mallory Run is Tommy Lipo, John Krasinski, Dan
McClune, Joe Kotala and Albert Kotala.

sending the label a direct
message on Twitter.
“Our first release was kind
of like ‘okay, it’s pretty gritty. I
like it,’ we got a lot of Balance
and Composure (comparison).
That was the name most
dropped when people said ‘oh,
you sounds like (them),’” said
McClune. “I’m interested to
see what this next one brings
because I think it’ll kind of, not
define us, but let us know what
kind of track we’re on.”
While still figuring out what
the process of recording with
a label is like, McClune noted
that Wilhelm’s willingness to be
upfront about it was what got
Mallory Run to an agreement
with them. “Dylan —
 the guy
who runs the label — is so
upfront about everything, any
little question we have,” said
McClune. “Even if it makes
us sound like we don’t know
anything, he’ll answer it for us
and he gets it, he knows how a
DIY band works.”
“I’m still not sure,” joked
Joe Kotala. “We recorded
this release with Matt Very in
Pittsburgh and it was just an
incredible experience. He’s
really talented and it was just
awesome, everything about it.”
Influenced by bands like
Tiny Moving Parts and The
Wonder Years, Mallory Run
began making music in 2012.
The band boasts an already
credible gig history, including
having played with alternative
scene giants Every Time I Die
and We Came As Romans.
“We Came As Romans came
to Erie in August and we sold
a bunch of tickets. We were on
right before the tour package
and Basement Transmissions
was just loaded with kids,”
said Krasinski. “From the
stage to the door it was just
packed with people and we
played a 45-minute set. That
was the biggest show I’ve ever
played,” said Krasinski. “The
crowd response alone was just
incredible.”
In five years, Krasinski
would like to see the band
touring, playing shows and
working on moving up in the
alternative music scene, while
Joe Kotala just wants to “keep
writing cool stuff.” Mallory
Run’s next big adventure is a
show with The Devil Wears
Prada on May 8. You can catch
their full episode of “Live From
Studio B” at edinboronow.com.
Kimberly Firestine can be
reached at musics.spectator@
gmail.com.
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Across
1 Cleaning up a mess?
5 Overcomes, as adversity
15 River to the Laptev Sea
16 Beset by dire
circumstances
17 Reach new heights
18 Sharper
19 Publication for pitchers?
21 Paid
22 "I have a lady in the
balcony" old radio/TV quiz
show
24 Binge-watcher's aid
25 Showman named Phineas
29 Butterflies
33 __ room
34 Largest Italian lake
36 __ Valley, Calif.
37 Court judgment
38 Metaphorical social barrier
39 Salon substance
40 They might be about
nothing
42 Gather in a mass
44 Self-named 1954 or 1964
jazz album
45 Expel
47 Disgruntled fans, slangily
49 Novelist O'Flaherty
51 X-Ray __: U.K. punk band
52 Socrates or Plato
56 Meditative discipline
60 Agenda
62 Kennebunk-based
personal care products brand,
familiarly
63 Old crate
64 Noodle bar order
65 Windows alternatives
66 Shady time, for some
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Down
1 Wife of Igor of Kiev
2 Socially awkward type
3 Recognize
4 Handled carelessly
5 Putting in jeopardy
6 Like many beginners' piano
pieces
7 Burn slightly
8 Keith Hernandez, e.g.
9 Marathoner's need
10 Succeed big-time
11 Pool habitués
12 Leave off
13 It has two jaws
14 Storefront sign abbr.
20 Miss an easy spare, say
23 Bobwhite, e.g.
25 Classroom with mice
26 Old-time vamp Bara
27 Track bar
28 Ernie Banks' sobriquet
30 Intensity
31 Fix, as copy
32 Track apparel
35 Teaching methods
41 A quarter of a half?
42 Some recliners
43 Beer openers
44 Scrap
46 Pete Rose's record 3,215
48 '80s-'90s co-star with Betty,
Rue and Estelle
50 Far from shiny
52 First razor with pivoting
head
53 Chiang Mai native
54 Battleship goals
55 Myrna's role in "The Thin
Man"
57 Musical closing
58 Managed care gps.
59 Exists no more
61 Brooklynese pronoun

Answers to last weekʼs puzzle:

Monday, April 10 – Sunday, April 16, 2017
Aries: March 21 — April 19
A moon opposition is challenging you to
do better in all aspects of your life. You could
take up a new health regimen or a new dietary
plan, which is great. In relationships, you could
be re-examining certain friendships that have
become toxic.
Taurus: April 20 — May 20
Be honest about what you really feel.
Sometimes you work so darned hard taking
care of everybody else that you don't give
yourself permission to complain about people
taking advantage of you. The moon says it's OK
to admit when it is getting to be too much.
Gemini: May 21 — June 21
You're getting a little bored by what is going
on in your romantic life. A bouncy moon is
making you frisky. You're in the mood to flirt
in a huge way, even if you're in a long-term
committed relationship. You'll want to let off
some steam and release some pressure.
Cancer: June 22 — July 22
Friendly Venus is helping you out. If you're
single, you'll find it easy to meet cool people
and enjoy some sexy times. If you're in a
relationship, you'll have an increased sense of
connection to your current sweetheart.

Libra: Sept. 23 — Oct. 23
A full moon in your sign is increasing your
energy and personal power. You're good at
impressing others, and you'll even be better at it
now. If you have to attend a job interview, you'll
do well at it. If you're going out on a date, you'll
have a nice time with somebody new.
Scorpio: Oct. 24 — Nov. 2
You're a healer by nature since you're a
sensitive Water sign. Right now you're having
some insights about your relationships, and you
want to make things better. Remember to focus
on self-improvement before trying to change
others.
Sagittarius: Nov. 22 — Dec. 21
You'll want to be more inventive in the
bedroom as freaky Uranus blasts you with
intense energy. If you and your partner have
fallen into a boring bedroom routine, you'll
find wonderful new ways to makes things
steamy again.
Capricorn: Dec. 22 — Jan.19
Mars is encouraging you to push for what
you want. Sometimes you're the nice guy or
nice girl to an extreme extent, and this works
against you. It's OK to speak up and to speak
out. In an intimate relationship, find the
courage to express your true desires.

Leo: July 23 — Aug. 22
You're in a self-indulgent mood. You'll be
tempted to revisit past addictions or unhealthy
patterns. The sun is increasing your desire to
get in trouble and have some "fun," even if it
might be a harmful type of fun. Try to chill out.

Aquarius: Jan. 20 — Feb. 18
Your career is important, so don't neglect it.
Jupiter is highlighting your professional sector
and it's working to bring you positive change.
Make sure you are giving full expression to
your ambition, even if your personal life is
complicated.

Virgo: Aug. 23 — Sept. 22
With Venus opposite your sign, you're going
through some doubt about how you handle
your love life. Even if you're with a nice person
right now, you could be questioning the flow of
your relationship. Talk things over in a loving
way with your partner.

Pisces: Feb. 19 — March 20
A dreamy moon is putting you in a
sentimental mood. You could be thinking about
former flames that still hold a piece of your
soul. Or you might be fantasizing about a new
friend who is attractive, funny and intelligent.
Prepare for an adventure.
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By Michael Lantinen
Sports Editor

Edinboro University’s annual athlete auction was held this
past Monday in the Pogue Student Center multipurpose room.
Athletes from all sports on campus took part, the event auctioning
individuals off for a date, giving all the proceeds to the department’s
longtime partner, Make-a-Wish foundation.
A non-profit organization formed in the United States, Makea-Wish provides children with life-threatening medical conditions
with a final “wish.”
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Between USA Olympian Chayse Wolfe and track and field’s
dynamic German duo of Pia Briger and Lisa Kossmann, the
Edinboro athlete auction carries on the tradition athletes
throughout the world have worked to build for Make-a-Wish.
Around 15 athletes would be auctioned off during the night,
through video presentations to “White Chick” dance routines.
Hosted by senior Emma Sullivan, the event would culminate
with the annual cross country video, depicting a battle between
athletes aspiring to be the actual athlete auctioned off.
The swimming team would also make a video, continuing their
tradition.

In February, the Edinboro athletic department granted a “Wish”
for 7-year-old Abigail Cornman, sending her to Hawaii.
That was the fourth year Edinboro University has presented a
child with their wish.
“We were very fortunate our student athletes last year (2016)
raised a lot of money for Make-a-Wish. We were third in the
entire country for Make-a-Wish at about $16,000,” said Edinboro
University Athletic Director Bruce Baumgartner at the time.
During the men’s basketball game halftime on that night, athletes
presented Make-a-Wish with a check for over $600,000, which is
how much the NCAA’s Division II raised in 2016.

Cubs celebrate title, MLB season in full swing
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Mateus Santos and Vitor Albanese celebrate point.

Tennis wins 26th
straight PSAC match
By Dan Graham

EU Sports Information
The Edinboro University
men’s tennis team kept their
PSAC unbeaten streak going at
Kutztown on Sunday afternoon,
shutting out the Golden Bears
by a 9-0 score. Edinboro is
now 13-5 overall with a 4-0
league mark, and have won
26 straight matches against
PSAC opponents, including the
postseason. Kutztown fell to 2-9
overall and 2-2 in the PSAC.
The Fighting Scots will
look to complete their third
straight regular season sweep
against the PSAC when they
host Mercyhurst on Tuesday
at 3:00 p.m. It will be the first
match between both teams
since last year’s NCAA Atlantic
Region II Championship, which
Edinboro won, 5-3. Head coach
Lee Underwood’s team also
defeated the Lakers in last year’s
PSAC Championship by a 5-1
score.
For the fourth straight
contest, the Fighting Scots
swept the doubles matches.
Vitor Albanese and Mateus
Santos earned an 8-6 win at
number one over Nikolay
Kodinov and Gabriel Nogara
Souza, with Mauricio Santos
and Alexander Anderson
recording a similar score
at three versus Josh Carl
and Benjamin Kelly. Daniel
Fernandez and Kevin Mboko
cruised to an 8-1 doubles-two
win over Martin Munoz and D.
Nunez Contreras.
The Boro won all the
singles matches in straight
sets. Albanese improved to a
league-best 28-4 singles mark
on the year with a 6-0, 6-2

victory over Kodinov at the one
spot. Mauricio Santos improved
to 21-7 with his 6-3, 6-4 win
over Souza at number three.
At the second spot, Fernandez
battled Munoz to a close first
set, prevailing 7-5, then handily
taking a 6-2 win in the second
set. Mboko had a similar outing
in his first set against Carl at the
fifth spot, which he parlayed
into a 6-4 win in set two to
clinch his match. Mauricio
Santos beat D. Nunez Contreras
by matching 6-1 scores at four,
then Thomas McCoy sealed the
shutout at number six with a
6-2, 6-0 victory over Benjamin
Kelly.
Singles competition
1. Vitor Albanese (EDIN-M)
def. Nikolay Kodinov
(KUTZ-M) 6-0, 6-2
2. Daniel Fernandez
(EDIN-M) def. Martin Munoz
(KUTZ-M) 7-5, 6-2
3. Mauricio Santos
(EDIN-M) def. Gabriel Nogara
Souza (KUTZ-M) 6-3, 6-4
4. Mateus Santos (EDIN-M)
def. D. Nunez Contreras
(KUTZ-M) 6-1, 6-1
5. Kevin Mboko (EDIN-M)
def. Josh Carl (KUTZ-M) 7-5,
6-4
6. Thomas McCoy
(EDIN-M) def. Benjamin Kelly
(KUTZ-M) 6-2, 6-0
Doubles competition
1. Vitor Albanese/Mateus
Santos (EDIN-M) def. Nikolay
Kodinov/Gabriel Nogara Souza
(KUTZ-M) 8-6
2. Daniel Fernandez/Kevin
Mboko (EDIN-M) def. Martin
Munoz/D. Nunez Contreras
(KUTZ-M) 8-1
3. Mauricio Santos/
Alexander Anderson
(EDIN-M) def. Josh Carl/
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On Monday, April 10, Chicago welcomed their World Series champions with a ribbon cutting at the season opener. The
new baseball season is now in full swing.

US, Mexico and Canada expected to
announce joint bid for 2026 World Cup
By Kevin Baxter

Los Angeles Times
U.S. Soccer Federation President Sunil Gulati will join his
counterparts from the Mexican and Canadian federations
on Monday for what is expected to be an announcement
detailing plans for a joint bid to host the 2026 World Cup.
Gulati will appear with Canada’s Victor Montagliani and
Mexico’s Decio de Maria at a news conference Monday
morning in New York.
“Canada, the U.S. and Mexico are aiming for a joint
bid, the idea has been around for a while, discussions are
continuing and it is a very exciting proposition if it comes
to fruition,” Montagliani told the Guardian newspaper last
week. “We have had nothing but positive remarks about it,
and it is a very strong sign of what football can do to bring
countries together.”
The formal bidding process will begin later this year

Voices

but will not conclude until 2020. However a bid from
CONCACAF — the confederation incorporating North and
Central America and the Caribbean, which Montagliani
also heads — would have a good chance at success since the
region has not played host to a World Cup since in 1994.
The U.S. staged the tournament that year, and it remains
the most successful and profitable in World Cup history. The
U.S. was also favored to win the rights for the 2022 event,
which eventually went to Qatar following an election process
tainted by charges of bribery and corruption.
Mexico has put on two World Cups, the last in 1986, while
Canada was site of the 2015 Women’s World Cup.
A joint tournament would mark the second time countries
have shared the hosting duties. In 2002, the World Cup was
split between Japan and South Korea.
The 2026 World Cup will be the largest in history, with the
field expanding to 48 teams.
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Edinboro tops Mercyhurst twice in recent action
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Outfielder Brooke Callaghan heads to dugout.

Olivia Jankowski sends a shot to right field.

Photo: EU Sports Information

Victoria Allocco looks to make a play on the infileld after fielding a ball.

With convenient scheduling and a wide range
of course offerings, EU summer sessions are
a great way to Catch Up, Keep Up and Get Ahead.
Courses available in Art, Business, Criminal Justice,
Education, History, Math, Psychology and more
No application fee
Classes both on-campus and online

2017 SUMMER SESSION SCHEDULE
First Session: May 22 – June 8
Second Session: June 12 – July 13
Third Session: July 17 – August 16

REGISTER THROUGH S.C.O.T.S. AT
MY.EDINBORO.EDU, OR CALL 732-3501
/Edinboro

@Edinboro

@EdinboroU
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Clippers keep pace with Jazz for home court

Photo: Tribune News Service

Sergio Garcia dons the historic Masters green jacket.

Sergio Garcia wins
masters in playoff
By John Cherwa

Los Angeles Times

Forward Blake Griffin and guard George Hill dive for a loose ball.

By Broderick Turner
Los Angeles Times

The Los Angeles Clippers already
know that the Utah Jazz will be their
first-round opponent when the NBA
playoffs start this weekend. All that has
to be settled was which team would
have home-court advantage for the
best-of-seven series.
But even after the Clippers won their
sixth consecutive game, a 125-96 rout of
the Houston Rockets on Monday night
at Staples Center, they still don’t have
an answer as to whether Games 1 and
2 will be played in Los Angeles or Salt
Lake City.
That’s because the Jazz went up to
Oakland on Monday night and pulled
out a 105-99 victory over the Golden
State Warriors.
So with both the Clippers and Jazz
owning identical 50-31 records, it’ll
come down to the regular-season finale
for both teams to decide home court.
But if the Clippers beat the
Sacramento Kings on Wednesday night
at Staples Center, it won’t matter if the
Jazz defeat the San Antonio Spurs on

the same night in Salt Lake City.
That’s because the Clippers, currently
seeded fourth in the West, own the
tie-breaker over the fifth-seeded Jazz by
virtue of winning the season series, 3-1.
“We’re coming just to play,” Clippers
coach Doc Rivers said. “Let’s just take
care of ourselves. We’re going to come
out and try and win the game. If we
take care of our business, it doesn’t
matter what Utah does.”
The Clippers had four starters score
in double figures to help them win for
the 10th time in 12 games.
Chris Paul led the starters with 19
points and nine assists. Blake Griffin
had 18 points and eight rebounds, Luc
Mbah a Moute 15 points and DeAndre
Jordan 14 points and 11 rebounds.
Jamal Crawford led a resurgent
Clippers bench with 19 points and Paul
Pierce scored 10 points in a reserve role.
A 29-3 run by the Clippers turned a
close game in the third quarter into an
85-60 Clippers lead and put the game to
bed early for the home team.
The Clippers just kept piling it on
from there, building a 28-point lead
going into the fourth quarter.
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“I called a timeout early in the third
quarter and after that I thought we just
kind of turned it on,” Rivers said. “So I
liked that we had the ability to do that.”
Houston didn’t help itself by letting
James Harden pick up four fouls in
the first half and a fifth in the third.
Houston also didn’t help itself by
letting Harden defend Griffin for long
stretches in the first half and in the
third quarter.
It wasn’t long after picking up his
fifth foul that Harden, a leading most
valuable player candidate and the NBA’s
second-leading scorer at 29.3 points a
game, took a seat.
He made only two of nine shots,
one of six from three-point range, and
scored 14 points.
Harden didn’t have his normal help
because the Rockets were missing
two starters, defense-minded guard
Patrick Beverley (shoulder injury) and
center Clint Capela (rest), and two key
reserves, Lou Williams (rest) and Nene
(rest).
“They didn’t play guys,” Rivers said.
“It didn’t matter to me. At the end of the
day, we’re playing well.”

Fighting Scots win eight individual events
By Bob Shreve

EU Sports Information Director
Women’s Track and Field
Gabby Schultz and Lisa Kossmann paced a strong effort
by the Edinboro women’s track & field team at the PA West
Challenge on Saturday. Indiana(Pa.) hosted the meet at
George P. Miller Stadium.
Schultz picked up a first place in the discus with a
PSAC qualifying throw of 37.42. She added a second place
showing in the shot put with a toss of 13.36 meters, another
PSAC qualifying mark. She was edged by Seton Hill’s Lexi
Stevenson, who posted a mark of 13.64 meters.
Kossmann, meanwhile, had a first and fourth place
showing in the 200-meter dash and 100-meter dash,
respectively. The freshman recorded a pair of PSAC
qualifying times – 25.06 in the 200 and 12.34 in the 100.
Kasey Jones and Abbey Peters gave Edinboro four winners
in all. Jones won the 5000-meter run by almost 29 seconds
with a time of 18:18.87. Peters crossed first in the 800-meter
run with a time of 2:17.37. Both were PSAC qualifying times.
Samantha Seaburn, meanwhile, set an Edinboro record

in the hammer throw, coming in third with a mark of 39.22
meters.
Men’s Track and Field
The Edinboro men’s track & field team delivered a number
of strong performances while competing in the PA West
Challenge on Saturday. Indiana(Pa.) hosted the meet at
George P. Miller Stadium.
Four Fighting Scots won events, beginning with Kyle Galyk
in the 100-meter dash. A running back on the football team,
Galyk posted a PSAC qualifying time of 11.00. He would
capture fifth place in the 200-meter dash with a time of 22.37,
also good enough to qualify for the PSAC Championship.
Gene Baritot has now posted PSAC qualifying marks
in four different events recording a time of 4:03.18 in the
1,500-meter run. He won by over four seconds.
Jared Hallow took home first place in the 3,000-meter run
with a time of 9:04.77, besting teammate Eduardo Tapia, who
was second (9:11.47).
Finally, Noah Shettel paced the Fighting Scots in the field
events with a first place finish in the triple jump with a PSAC
qualifying mark of 13.42 meters.

Dodgers top Rockies in early season home match-up
By Andy McCullough
Los Angeles Times

One performance by one man
cannot shatter a hard-earned
narrative. But Logan Forsythe did
his best to quell the fears about the
Los Angeles Dodgers’ ability to hit
left-handers in a 10-6 victory over the
Rockies.
Forsythe played a crucial role in a
five-run flurry against left-handed
Colorado starter Tyler Anderson.
Forysthe led off the first inning with
a double and scored on a two-run
double by Justin Turner. He coaxed a
walk out of Anderson in the second
and scored on a two-run homer by
Corey Seager. In the fourth, Forsythe
provided an RBI single.
The Dodgers (4-3) staved off a
sweep in their first road series of
the season, even after Kenta Maeda
allowed four runs in five innings. A
bitter wind transformed every fly ball
into an adventure and some slipshod
defending by the Rockies aided
the Dodgers offense in a three-run
seventh inning.

During the first 18 innings at Coors
Field, the offense produced three
runs. The group need three plate
appearances on Sunday to score twice,
and the sequence offered hope about
the group’s prospects going forward.
Up first was Forsythe, who was
hitting .158 with nine strikeouts
in his first week as a Dodger. His
acquisition was the organization’s
signature maneuver designed to
improve their production against lefthanded pitchers. Forsythe showed his
capability in his first at-bat.
Anderson could not locate the zone,
until a 3-1 fastball cut the plate in two.
Forsythe pounded it off the wall for a
double.
Seager also benefited from
Anderson’s inexact command. Seager
walked on six pitches. Two runners
were aboard for Turner.
Turner played perhaps the most
curious role in the lefty struggles last
season. He is a right-handed hitter
who had historically hit right-handers
best. The split became pronounced
in 2016: Turner batted .209 with a
.640 on-base plus slugging percentage

against left-handers.
With his fastball still unreliable,
Anderson tried to fool Turner with
a changeup. Turner maintained his
balance as he roped a double to left.
An inning later, Forsythe sparked
another rally, this one with two outs.
His walk set the table for Seager.
Anderson tried a first-pitch cutter.
The choice did not fool Seager, who
volleyed the ball back over the fence
in center.
Two innings later, after Maeda
allowed a two-run homer to outfielder
Charlie Blackmon, Forsythe came up
with a runner at second and two out.
He flared a single into right to bring
home Enrique Hernandez.
Up three runs, Maeda faded in the
fifth. He issued a leadoff walk to the
No. 8 hitter, backup catcher Tony
Wolters. Blackmon singled. A single
by outfielder Gerardo Parra brought
home Wolters. A sacrifice fly from
outfielder Carlos Gonzalez cut the
lead to one. Maeda managed to escape
when third baseman Nolan Arenado
lined a slider into Yasiel Puig’s glove in
right field.

The record will show that Sergio Garcia won his first major
on his 74th try on the 73rd hole of the 81st Masters tournament.
But most who were watching on Sunday will tell you that he
won the tournament on the 13th hole when he and Justin Rose
both made pars.
Two pars decided the tournament?
It makes sense if you relive Sunday’s final round, which
turned out to be match play between Garcia and Rose. In the
end, it was the only pairing that mattered.
Garcia led by three strokes after five holes.
Rose led by two after 11 holes.
They were tied at nine under after the 17th hole ... and the
18th.
“I knew I was playing well,” Garcia said. “I was very calm,
much calmer than (Saturday), much calmer than I’ve felt in any
major championship on Sunday.”
The first and only playoff hole started when Rose pushed his
drive to the right on No. 18, landing in the pine straw with a
yawning tree branch blocking a natural route to the hole. All he
could do was punch out and it wasn’t that good of a punch.
“If I had any option to try and do something creative, I
certainly would have done so,” Rose said. “But I had a little pine
cone behind the ball which meant I couldn’t really spin the ball...
So I really had nothing.”
Garcia had knocked his drive straight, almost 300 yards down
the fairway. He put his second shot to about 12 feet. Rose put his
third to 14 feet. Rose missed his putt to the left.
All Garcia had to do was two-putt. He only needed one,
draining it for birdie.
Garcia fell into a crouch clenching his fists, showing the kind
of emotion that has been a trademark of his 18-year pro career.
At 37, he was no longer the best player never to have won a
major.
Sunday started with Garcia and Rose tied for the lead and
playing in the last group. The smart money was on Jordan
Spieth, two shots back, who was playing with Rickie Fowler,
who began one shot behind. Spieth shot a 75, Fowler a 76.
Garcia moved out to a quick lead by birdieing the first and
third holes. Rose bogeyed the fifth and the difference was three.
Then Rose made three birdies in a row, sinking putts of 12,
four and 15 feet. They were even at the turn.
The 10th is where Garcia’s game went awry. He took a bogey
when he put his second shot right of the green and hit his third
through the green. Then he bogeyed the 11th when he needed
three shots to make the green and then two-putted from 14 feet.
Rose was up by two.
“Barring a great comeback from Sergio, it was mine to cruise
to the house,” Rose said. “But it’s not always that easy. At the end
of the day...you’re going to win majors and you’re going to lose
majors but you’ve got to be willing to lose them.”
Both parred the 12th.
Then came No. 13, a par five.
Garcia put his drive to the left and underneath an azalea bush.
He had to take a one-shot penalty for an unplayable lie.
“In the past I would have been going, you know,
(complaining) at my caddie,” Garcia said. “You know, why
doesn’t (the shot) go through and whatever.
“But I was like, well, if that’s what is supposed to happen, let it
happen. Let’s try to make a great five here and see if we can put
a hell of a finish to have a chance. And if not, we’ll shake Justin’s
hand and congratulate him for winning.”
Garcia got about 110 yards on his third shot, a punch-out,
leaving him 90 yards short of the pin.
Rose hit a perfect drive and was slightly over the back of the
green about 25 yards from the hole on his second shot.
This looked like a potential two-shot swing putting Rose up
by four.
But then...
Garcia’s fourth shot hit inches from the cup and spun eight
feet away. Rose’s third shot went past the hole by four feet.
Garcia made his putt. Rose missed his. Par. Par. Advantage,
Garcia. Momentum, Garcia.
“I knew I need(ed) to make that putt to stay with it,” Garcia
said. “I knew what I could do, what I did on 14, 15,16. That putt
really turned the clock for me. Got me more confident.”
Rose was well aware.
“That little two-shot swing was kind of when he was back
in the tournament,” Rose said. “I feel like if he misses at that
point, I’m four clear and got my eye on Thomas Pieters and Matt
Kuchar.”
Garcia then birdied the 14th and made a 15-foot putt for an
eagle on the 15th. In 13, 14 and 15, Garcia had found his Amen
Corner.
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Garcia celebrates after the putt that sealed his victory.
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Spotify pay wall punishes listeners and artists
By Hannah McDonald
Voices Editor

At parties where you’re trying to prove your
cultural competency, or the times alone when
a song is the best comfort, music streaming
services can be a day-saver. There are a
multitude of options for music streaming and
once an account is made, the endless river of
songs is free to flow.
For our parents, it was the radio or perhaps
MTV serving as primary tool to locate that
really great, new, popular song. Neither
option, though, left the listener with very
much control. He or she was forced to wait
until the video came on or the station DJ
chose to play it. It wasn’t until the internet
was created and then flourished that constant
music choice was more so in the hands of the
listener.
Still, physical pieces of music, such as
CDs or cassettes, dominated the profits of
the music industry. In the beginning of the
internet age, the majority of digital music was
illegal. Do you remember LimeWire? Napster?
Or later on, torrents? These ways of garnering
music, of course, make no money for the artist
or label.
As the internet developed and a demand
for legal music streaming grew, new services
emerged. These included online radio, digital
music stores, or software that allowed a
listener to choose and play one specific song.
Along with the added simplicity of these
services, artists gained more recognition and
payback from their music.
Today, the names of these music streaming
services — Pandora, Apple Music, Tidal and
Spotify — are common to home screens, both
on computer and mobile. They’ve gained so

much popularity in fact, that they are often
used as a verb.
For the first time ever, music streaming
makes up the majority of music industry
profits. In 2016, streaming services collected
51 percent of music revenue, according to the
Recording Industry Association of America.
Despite hauling in massive amounts of
profits ($3.9 billion last year, if you were
curious), a good amount of music streaming
listeners still do not pay for their access to the
full array of musical options. Most streaming
services offer two tiers for listening; a free and
premium tier. The premium membership is
often a monthly subscription to a service and
offers things such as ad-free listening, or the
ability to download songs, but in the case of
Spotify, it does not change what is available
music-wise for listeners.
This is soon to change. Early last week,
Spotify signed a deal with Universal Music
Group. This deal was made to help Spotify
gain an IPO and to allow the music streamer
to keep a larger majority of their profits.
IPO is an acronym used in the stock
market, meaning initial public offering. For
an average Spotify listener, this still means
nothing, but the changes that come along with
the UMG deal could be of more importance.
With the new deal, artists are now able
to release new albums exclusively to paid
subscribers, two weeks before free listeners,
Reuters reports. This paywall available for
artists under UMG could make listeners feel
excluded and feel like the service they know
and love is blocking them out.
For college students, this has the potential
to create a variety of problems. First, how
is one to discuss the brand-new-ultra-cool
album by his or her favorite artist with friends

the day after it’s dropped?
On top of that, now one has to seriously
consider if they’re willing to pay the premium
price for music. After years of surviving by
listening to a minute worth of advertisements
every hour, a few dollars a month can be a big
change.
Spotify already provides music to about
50 million paid subscribers. This number
is approximately half of the service’s total
listeners. The pay wall change is an incentive
for listeners, with the hopes of raising that
number.
It is bound to work. Not everyone has
the will to deny themselves the pleasure of
listening to a brand new album, fresh off the
digital press.
But what about those who can’t bear to
spend that extra money? In an online survey
conducted about Spotify usage, over 75
percent were college students. More than half
— 62 percent — of those surveyed already
used the service and nearly 30 percent had
already purchased Spotify Premium.
For this majority of listeners who are
pursuing their degree, budgets are tight.
College is expensive enough and small costs
add up over time. Spotify is wildly affordable,
most agree, but for the 34 percent who feel
they’re being overcharged for music streaming
services, this change can be angering.
The loyal user base that allowed Spotify to
grow to be the most popular music streaming
service is now being excluded based on
willingness to spend money.
From a financial standpoint, it was
intelligent and responsible for Spotify to make
the deal with Universal. For listeners though,
the deal is going to be a rough change. Since
its founding in April of 2006, Spotify has

never housed
a pay wall for
its content.
Until now, the
service’s entire
library has
been available
to all as long
as they didn’t
mind repetitive
ads.
Some listeners may feel this as a stab to the
back or heart. More than anything, my wallet
aches with the announcement of the change.
Until now, I have put off paying for Spotify
Premium to get my music.
As I am not one to withhold the pleasure
of new music from myself, I am beginning
to accept that this deal is going to change my
budget by a few dollars a month. This is not a
huge change for me, for which I am fortunate,
but for others I know it will be.
The deal will definitely work to get more
second tier listeners, but it will probably push
more people to pirate new music, as well, to
avoid paying. Music streaming had just finally
become a large part of the music industry’s
profits, but as companies fight to stay afloat
financially, changes intended to help them —
like this one — will continue to harm artists.
Pushing people to pirate by establishing
a pay wall is only taking money away from
people who make the music, not the huge
companies themselves.
Hannah McDonald can be reached at voices.
spectator@gmail.com.

By JoAllie Paluchak

inherently inhuman wild animal acts.”
Yet, it is not just The Human Society that
has fought this battle, but also the People for
the Ethical Treatment of Animals Organization
(PETA). PETA has played a public role in
advocating for the circus’s animals rights for
over 36 years. In conjunction to the news of
the circus closing, PETA posted an Instagram
photo claiming “VICTORY!” alongside
heinous pictures of the circus’s animals
suffering.
With this massive win for animal activists
everywhere, what is next to come? Will
zoos, aquariums and even theme parks like
SeaWorld be on the closing list too?
Due to the grand spectacle and media
coverage the circus’s closing has received, it is
possible for more animal rights organizations
to form, alongside the current ones, and
create a hurdle for the future of all animal
entertainment businesses.
I would hope as a nation we would want
better treatment for animals, whether they
are in the food, entertainment, or fashion
industry. Furthermore, that we would put in
practice strict protocols and laws so that we
can enjoy going to these institutions knowing
the animals are being well taken care of and
treated properly. It is imperative to understand
that these animals do not have a voice, they
cannot advocate for themselves or protest the
ways in which they are treated.
It is us, the people who have placed them
into these facilities in the first place, that
have the power to change their fate. If you
are interested in aiding the cause for animals
rights, you can visit humanesociety.org.
JoAllie Paluchak can be reached at voices.
spectator@gmail.com.

A silver lining for animal
activists: Ringling Brothers’
circus set to close in May
Staff Writer

The nice and nasty sides of
Hollywood remakes
By Roman Sabella
Staff Writer

“They float . . . and when you’re down here
with me, you’ll float, too.”
If you’ve been on Facebook in the past
couple weeks, you’ve seen the trailer for the new
adaptation of Stephen King’s “It” floating around,
a remake of the original 1990 TV film, based on
the 1986 novel.
Obviously, this isn’t the first remake in the past
decade, though. We’ve seen a massive movement
of them, replacing newer content. The question of
the matter is, is that a good thing?
They say that fashion comes back every 30
years or so, meaning that we are currently in the
80s, almost 90s, and as far as film goes, that is
where many of these remade films found their
start.
“Judge Dredd,” “The Karate Kid,” Robocop,”
“Conan the Barbarian” and “Ghostbusters” are
merely a few of the films that Hollywood has
insisted needed a face lift and some added CGI
magic.
But very few of these have done well in the
box office and often times split their fan groups
into two types of people: those who have seen the
original and thus hate the remake, and those who
have never seen the original and don’t even realize
that the new movie is blatant sacrilege.
This isn’t always the case, though, as movies
like “Dredd,” the remake of Sylvester Stallone’s
1995 dystopia action flick, have ultimate acquired
substantially more critical acclaim than their
predecessors, largely due to better storyline over
graphical prowess.
This is the reason that remakes are not
inherently a bad thing, as long as they can

expound further on the overall lore of a series and
possibly do it better than those before.
Some films, on the other hand, should have
never been remade, such as “Ghostbusters,” a film
that swapped out its improv-ready Bill Murray
and slightly occult obsessed Dan Akroyd in favor
of an all-female cast of comedians. It succeeded in
gaining the accolade of most disliked film trailer
on YouTube ever with over 1 million dislikes.
Why does this tend to happen though?
While more often than not the film merely
didn’t strike the right chord with crowds, it
generally falls back on the fact that there was
a certain camp vibe that prevailed during the
80s and early 90s, one that relied heavily on a
suspension of disbelief in the audience.
By taking away any of the overall soul of the
movie, it is in essence stripping away the reason
people even liked it in the first place.
Movies like “Ghostbusters” and “It” thrived off
of being very campy. Not exactly great movies,
they thrived mostly from their cast, versus
looking great and as if they were straight out of
reality.
While we may experience another “Dredd”
scenario with this upcoming remake of “It,”
as King has already stated how it “exceeds
beyond my expectations,” and is a “wonderful
production,” we may very well drain the magic
from yet another classic film.
My only hope is that these films ultimately
float down a different pipe and find their way
into the open arms of a pleasantly surprised
fan base, instead of the blood thirsty arms of a
“Ghostbusters-should’ve-never-been-remade”
type of mob.
Roman Sabella can be reached at voices.
spectator@gmail.com.

The Ringling Brothers and Barnum &
Bailey company has provided entertainment
for American families for over 100 years.
However, they recently set the date for their
final performances: May 2017. CEO Kenneth
Feld asserted that the close of the circus was
twofold. First, it was due to the decline of
ticket sales and second, it concerned the high
operating costs of taking elephants off the road.
Furthermore, the combination of these
factors “made the circus an unsustainable
business for the company,” stated Feld. Hence
Feld decided to end the circus era that has in
many ways become embedded into American
history and culture.
Although the circus closing is devastating
to the Ringling Bros. staff and long time fans,
animal activists who have wildly fought to
end the maltreatment of the circus’s animals,
especially their elephants, are ecstatic about the
potential for these animals’ rehabilitation and
future outside of the ring.
Historically, various animal rights
organizations have demanded that Ringling
Bros. Company adhere to strict treatment
guidelines and protocols.
In response to these outcries, the business
slowly started to incorporate positive treatment
changes over the years. However, regardless of
their minute progress, The Human Society’s
CEO, Wayne Pacelle, commented: “It’s just
not acceptable any longer to cart wild animals
from city to city and have them perform silly
yet coercive stunts. I know this is bittersweet
for the Feld family, but I applaud their decision
to move away from an institution grounded on

Do you have concerns you would like to express in the Spectator?
We want to hear them
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If only MLK had a Pepsi
By Sarah Cacchione
Contributing Writer

“If only Daddy would have known about
the power of #Pepsi.”
Bernice King, daughter of Martin Luther
King Jr., took to Twitter April 5, following
a controversial Pepsi advertisement posted
to YouTube on April 4.
The new Pepsi advertisement featured
reality TV star and supermodel Kendall
Jenner, who was shown wearing a wig,
modeling for a photograph, when a nonspecific, oddly happy group of “protesters”
walked by and gave Jenner a nod to go
join.
Jenner wiped off her makeup, took
off her wig and joined the group of
fashionably-dressed people holding
vague signs that said things like “join
the conversation” and “unity.” But
before the model joined the protest, she
couldn’t forget to grab a Pepsi can from a
conveniently placed cooler full of soda.
Jenner sashayed over to the calm, upbeat
line of cops watching over the group of
people. She handed one of the cops a
can of Pepsi, alluding to the fact that all
protesters must do is hand a cop a can
of soda to have the cops treat them in a
humane manner.
One thing this tone-deaf ad brought
to the table is how much it trivialized
movements such as Black Lives Matter,
women’s marches and gay pride parades.
The reality check is that cops are never
that laid back and casual with anyone,
unless it is in fact a white, beautiful
supermodel.
Not only does the ad attempt to relate to
the younger generation by blatantly saying
“protests are hip now,” it suggests the many
lives lost, injured and ruined by police in
riot gear, holding back peaceful protests,
could’ve been avoided if only they had a
can of Pepsi.

Pepsi has since pulled the ad and
apologized, releasing a statement that says:
“Pepsi was trying to project a global
message of unity, peace and understanding.
Clearly we missed the mark, and we
apologize. We did not intend to make light
of any serious issue. We are removing the
content and halting any further rollout. We
also apologize for putting Kendall Jenner
in this position.”
Even the company that created the ad
has not been able to find a reason to keep
it. A big issue in the creation of this ad is
the evident lack of diversity in the staff for
Pepsi’s advertising. It seems as though the
commercial was never shown to anyone
with common sense before releasing it.
To appropriate and trivialize entire
movements used to plea for basic human
rights, to sell a can of soda, is one of the
worst marketing and advertising ideas that
has recently surfaced. People risk their
lives to peacefully protest for concepts they
are passionate about only to be arrested,
assaulted,
even
sometimes
killed by
police.
The next
time an
armed cop
in riot gear
approaches
a protester,
hopefully
they have a
can of Pepsi
on hand.
Sarah
Cacchione
can be
reached
at voices.
spectator@
gmail.com.

Syria: an on-t he-scene
repor ter ’s perspective
By George Schmidt
Contributing Writer

In the wake of attacks against a Syrian
airbase where it is believed that air strikes of
sarin gas on civilians had been launched, I
reached out to my childhood friend Christy
Wilcox. Wilcox is currently a news reporter
for News Channel 3, an NBC affiliate in
Las Vegas, Nevada. Prior to her current
job, though, she was a reporter in Syria
from August of 2012 to December of 2012,
covering the conflict there and the effect on
the Turkish/Syrian border.
“I haven’t been there for four and a half
years, but what I can say is when I was there
you had a lot of civilian doctors, lawyers,
well-educated living in a very westernized
community, people taking up arms to defend
themselves from indiscriminate bombings by
the government; they were bombing different
cities that wanted to liberate themselves from
the government,” said Wilcox.
She describes a place that was looking to
the outside world for help. They believed
after the election in 2012 that the Obama
administration would offer some form of
intervention. But as she describes, they were
let down and no sustainable help came.
The Syrians believed that the rest of the
international community would not move to
help until America would.
“I was once told that Syria is like: Say you
are swimming in a pond and you begin to
drown. You reach out to your friend, in this
case America, and they say ‘no sorry I can’t
help you,’ but then your enemy says ‘oh I
can save you but you have to join my side,’
so what are you going to do? Al-Qaeda was
there then ISIS was there,” explained Wilcox.
Wilcox continued: “At that time (2012)
you had an influx of people who didn’t have
the best of intentions for Syria. They had
people from Morocco, Yemen, Libya and

those fighters that were from other areas
creating kind of their own groups.”
Wilcox goes on to describe the changes
from the Obama administration to the
Trump administration: “To me, it’s about
giving others hope of reconciliation;
even Obama in his 2008 campaign gave
Americans hope about the future, and I
believe Trump did the same in his, he gave
Americans hope that jobs would return. I
think this attack did the same for Syrians
that it brought hope, that it gave the Syrians
the hope that the dictator will be held
accountable for these attacks. But for now,
it seems it was the right thing to do to hold
people accountable.”
Wilcox then pointed me to a recent
interview that Brooke Baldwin had
conducted with 2013 chemical attack
survivor Kassem Eid. In summary, Eid
stated that the Syrians did not want to be
refugees; they do not want to go to America.
He admonished the activists in America
for protesting the refugee ban, but not for
protesting against the violent attacks in his
country.
“I interviewed him three years ago.
Americans are under the impression that
everyone wants to move here and thrive
here, but that’s not necessarily true. Most
refugees would rather stay in their homeland
around people who enjoy their culture and
their way of living. Not everyone wants to
live a western lifestyle,” Wilcox stated of Eid.
As Edmond Burke once said, “The only
thing necessary for the triumph of evil is for
good men to do nothing.”
George Schmidt can be reached at voices.
spectator@gmail.com.

Lack of love for libraries
By Shayma Musa
Staff Writer
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Bus station destroyed by rebel forces, east of Damascus, Syria’s capital on March 20, 2017.

Untraditional president,
traditional military strikes
By Doyle McManus
Los Angeles Times

In some ways, the most
remarkable thing about
President Trump’s decision to
fire missiles at Syria last week
was how oddly traditional he
made it sound.
As he explained his
reasons for military action,
our normally unorthodox
president borrowed a wellworn list of justifications
from his predecessors:
United Nations resolutions,
international norms,
compassion for civilians (in
this case, “beautiful babies”),
even the proposition that
“America stands for justice.”
It was as if the Donald
Trump who ran as an
America First isolationist
had suddenly morphed, once
confronted with real-life
choices, into an old-fashioned
internationalist. “This could
have been a declaration
(from) John F. Kennedy, or
either of the Bushes, or most
other presidents since World
War II,” said James F. Jeffrey, a
former adviser to George W.
Bush.
No wonder it was a headsnapping moment for many
Trump acolytes. “Those who
wanted us meddling in the
Middle East voted for other
candidates,” complained Ann
Coulter, the conservative

provocateur.
Trump’s actions were every
bit as traditional as his words.
The very limited attack
(59 missiles, one airbase, a
warning in advance) was
a very familiar form of
American power: a punitive
strike, aimed at restoring the
“red line” against chemical
weapons that President
Obama drew in 2010 but
never enforced.
It was a sign that Trump
doesn’t share Obama’s fear
that almost any use of force is
a step onto a slippery slope,
leading to a quagmire. And it
was a good idea – ¬at least if it
succeeds in persuading Syrian
President Bashar Assad to
stop using chemical weapons.
As with all such strikes,
though, it came with a builtin dilemma: What if Assad
doesn’t comply? If Syria uses
chemical weapons again, does
the United States attack again,
or escalate – or back down?
To improve their chance
of success, Trump aides
emphasized how limited their
goal is: solely to deter more
use of banned warheads,
not to seek the end of the
Assad regime. What explains
Trump’s pivot?
The president ordered a big
shift in U.S. policy, he said,
partly because he saw heartrending pictures of the victims
on television. “I will tell

you, that attack on children
yesterday had a big impact
on me – big impact,” he told
reporters last week. “That was
a horrible, horrible thing. And
I’ve been watching it.”
Despite his apparent horror,
however, he still doesn’t have
a clear policy on the country’s
future. In the space of the
past week, one of his top aides
said the United States was no
longer focused on whether
Assad remains in power;
another said Assad’s departure
is still a major goal.
Secretary of State Rex
Tillerson is heading to
Moscow this week to seek
Russian help negotiating a
political solution to Syria’s
civil war. But except for
that one 59-missile salvo,
Tillerson doesn’t appear to
have any more leverage than
his predecessor, John F. Kerry,
who spent months asking
fruitlessly for a deal.
It’s also reasonable to
wonder whether Trump’s new
concern for U.N. resolutions
reflects a genuine conversion
for a politician who spent
years deriding international
institutions, or was merely a
useful set of talking points as
he tried to make a sale.
As Harvard’s Jack
Goldsmith pointed out in
the blog Lawfare, the terms
Trump used to justify the
airstrike were remarkably

similar to those in the legal
rationale drafted by the
Obama administration in
2010, when it was preparing
for a similar strike.
So if there’s a broader
message here for other
potential adversaries, from
Iran and North Korea to
China and Russia, it’s not
entirely clear.
Will they be more
impressed by Trump’s
willingness to use force
or by the careful limits he
imposed? Will they be struck
most by his resolve – or by
how whimsical the decision
seemed to be?
What the president needs
to do now is follow his
traditional airstrike with some
traditional diplomacy. He
needs to send well-briefed
officials around the world to
explain to other countries
what he means.
The Trump administration
hasn’t done much of that –
either because it isn’t sure
what its aims are, or because
it hasn’t filled dozens of
important diplomatic jobs, or
both.
Until it does, Trump
has a problem. He may
think ambiguity and
unpredictability are virtues,
but they tempt other leaders,
like Assad, to keep testing him
– until they find out what his
real limits are.

In its most basic form it is a collection of knowledge on a
wide range of topics. At its most complex, it is a treasure trove of
ancient texts.
Yes, I speak of the library.
In a study performed in 2015, Cengage Learning found
that only 11 percent of students used the library as a starting
point for their research. A number that I honestly don’t find
surprising.
With the advent of Google, where every answer (no matter
how obscure) is available within seconds, walking to the
library, trying to figure out how to use interfaces that are often
outdated, and actually having to find a book in the stacks (the
horror), using the library as a starting point for any type of
information gathering doesn’t make sense. Especially if you’re
on a time crunch.
To students who have all the searching power they would
ever need in their pants’ pocket, selling the library as one of the
most important parts of their education is hard.
In this day and age, the college library can be seen as a
glorified coffee shop and study space. In a study published
by Library Studies, 40 percent of students reported that they
didn’t see the precede of a library on campus as being directly
correlated with their academic success.
Which is a shame. Because if it really tried the library could
convince us all that it really does have a purpose for existing.
As it currently stands, the college library relies on outdated
methods of existence. Stacks of books ordered, precisely
according to the library of congress classification system, create
a nice quiet study atmosphere, but when actually searching for
books, those tall shelves suddenly become a maze of numbers
and letters — where students inexperienced in searching
academic libraries can give up hope ever locating their material
of desire.
And if a student doesn’t give up hope in the face of an
intimidating numbering system, outdated online interfaces
crammed with information ordered in hard to decipher
manners can drive a student to so much confusion that they end
up just turning to their old friend Google.
Admittedly, college libraries have acknowledged the fact
that their online databases are outdated. Edinboro recently
adopted the Discovery Database, a general search that allows
students to search online e-books, journals and library material.
The interface, unlike the old library catalog search is sleek and
relatively simple to use.
But newer database systems aren’t any good if the materials
you’re working with are too old to be relevant to the research
you’re doing.
The sad truth is that because most fields change at a rapid
pace the books in a library are simply too irrelevant to be of
much use unless you’re researching the past history of a field.
And in Edinboro’s case, looking for books that cover up and
coming topics and issues often means having to borrow from
another university and waiting at least a day for a book to be
delivered to Edinboro’s Baron-Forness Library.
Millennials are, on average, reading more than previous
generations, 88 percent compared to 79 percent of individuals
older than 30, according to Pew, and the same Pew survey found
that they’re actually buying physical books. This data shows
that millennials are interested in reading and using books for
research. The stigma of library searches being time consuming
and difficult to use must be a hard one for students to overcome.
Until students are able to become more aware of the library’s
resources – whether it be through class days spent in the
library, as some professors do with their students, or students
taking the initiative to schedule sessions with a librarian for an
introduction to how to search the new databases — Google will
always be the library’s greatest foe.
Shayma Musa can be reached at voices.spectator@gmail.com.
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Self-driving cars no longer ‘just a dream’
By Marisa Kendall
The Mercury News

First, it was just a dream. Then it became
a quirky research project undertaken by
a handful of the nerdiest engineers in the
robotics industry.
Now self-driving cars are on the brink of
transforming transportation. The industry
creating the technology for autonomous
vehicles has morphed from a collaborative
space of free-flowing ideas into a high-speed
road race where the winners will seize a market
expected to reach $77 billion by 2035, and the
losers will be left in the dust.
“The money involved—the money
expended in these research efforts and the
money expected if they’re successful—has
just ballooned and become so much more
concrete and attainable,” said Bryant Walker
Smith, a scholar with Stanford Law School who
specializes in self-driving car law.
Major players—Google’s Waymo, Tesla and
Uber—are fighting to set the industry standard
for consumer-ready autonomous vehicles. Each
has much at stake—for Uber, autonomous
vehicles could be the ride-hailing startup’s
best shot at profitability. But the road ahead is
marred by potholes and speed bumps.
The intense competition already has
spawned at least two significant lawsuits.
Coveted engineers working on autonomous
cars are regularly switching companies. And a
new class of scrappy startups creating selfdriving software has emerged, poised to take
market share from the established giants.
Meanwhile, the major automakers, such
as GM, Ford, Fiat Chrysler and MercedesBenz parent Daimler, are staking out their
claims to the industry by investing in and
partnering with the key tech players. It’s too
soon to tell what these marriages will yield, but
several teams appear to be eyeing ride-hailing
networks that could pose an added threat to
Uber and Lyft.
Nowhere is the tension better illustrated
than in the contentious court battle between
Google’s Waymo and Uber. Waymo says its
former engineer, Anthony Levandowski,
downloaded more than 14,000 confidential
company files before leaving to found his own
autonomous vehicle startup. The documents
allegedly included designs used in Waymo’s
LiDAR sensor—one of the key technology
components that lets self-driving cars “see” the
road.
Levandowski founded Otto, an autonomous
trucking startup later acquired by Uber. Now
Waymo says Uber is employing trade secrets
to replicate Waymo’s LiDAR sensors, and
has asked a federal judge in San Francisco to
prohibit Uber from using that technology—an
order that could potentially devastate Uber’s
self-driving car program. A hearing is set for
the first week of May, and Uber is scheduled to
respond to Waymo’s allegations this week.
Trade secret fights are common in Silicon
Valley, but one thing that makes this one
unique is Google’s involvement, which

A Google self-driving car sits at the company’s headquarters in Mountain View, California.
highlights the priority it is placing on its selfdriving car program.
“Google doesn’t sue people—period,” said
Eric Goldman, director of Santa Clara Law’s
High Tech Law Institute. “It’s very exceptional
to find Google as a plaintiff.”
The self-driving car industry was once a
close-knit community, Stanford’s Smith said,
but the Waymo lawsuit illustrates how far it’s
come since those early days.
“A lot of people were doing a lot of the
same things at the same time—working at
a university, consulting with a company
and starting their own startup,” he said.
“Researchers were pretty freely sharing
information.”
Tesla filed a similar lawsuit against a former
employee in January. The suit accuses former
Autopilot program manager Sterling Anderson
of nabbing Tesla’s confidential information
and trying to recruit at least a dozen of the
company’s engineers before leaving to found a
competing startup.
Anderson and Chris Urmson, the former
chief technology officer of Google’s self-driving
car program, recently launched self-driving car
startup Aurora Innovation.
“Tesla understands that some employees
may decide to pursue other opportunities
or even to create a startup of their own, and
Tesla is typically supportive of their personal
ambitions and respectful of their decisions,”
the company’s lawyers wrote. “However, Tesla
cannot sit idly by when an employee like
Anderson abuses his position of trust.”
A lawyer for Aurora did not respond to a
request for comment.
Tesla, which says two of its engineers ended

up following Anderson to Aurora, isn’t the only
company struggling to retain its top talent. A
wave of nearly 20 people left Uber’s Pittsburghbased, self-driving car program in November
and December, said a person familiar with the
matter, with many of them joining Argo AI—a
competing startup founded by an ex-Uber
engineer. And last year, two of Google’s top
self-driving car executives left to start selfdriving car startup Nuro.ai.
Seeing those key people depart is especially
painful in the self-driving car space, experts
say, where there already is a shortage of talent
because of the nascent state of the technology.
“Finding and recruiting the top talent
is really the name of the game,” said Karl
Iagnemma, co-founder and CEO of nuTonomy,
a Massachusetts-based startup working on
software for self-driving cars. “It’s intense
competition to get those people.”
Data also is a priority—companies must
collect hours of driving data to teach their
software to navigate the road. Google got
an early start—the company began testing
self-driving Prius cars in 2009, and its spinoff
Waymo now has about 60 cars collecting data.
Uber gathers information in a similar way,
operating dozens of self-driving cars in San
Francisco, Pittsburgh and Tempe, Ariz. Tesla is
mining data from the thousands of customers
driving with its cars’ Autopilot feature.
Some smaller startups are taking a different
approach. Palo Alto-based Nauto charges $400
for kits that let taxi drivers, fleet operators and
Uber and Lyft drivers retrofit their cars with
cameras that give alerts when a driver is doing
something unsafe like tailgating. Those sensors
funnel driving data back to the company, which
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is working on fully autonomous software.
Apple, meanwhile, reportedly is working
on a secretive self-driving car initiative called
Project Titan, though details remain scant.
So does information on how some of the
industry’s main players plan to profit from
their self-driving technology. But as hints of
future business plans emerge, there are signs
of overlap that could add to the competition.
Uber is betting its future on autonomous
vehicles that can someday replace human
drivers in its ride-hailing network. Tesla has
expressed interest in creating its own ridehailing network, and Waymo is rumored to be
eyeing similar plans.
When it comes to the actual technology
behind their cars, the companies are even
more tight-lipped. One key feature most
autonomous vehicles share is LiDAR—sensors
that use lasers to create a 3-D image of the
car’s surroundings. That’s the technology at the
heart of the Waymo v. Uber lawsuit. Waymo
says it invested tens of millions of dollars and
tens of thousands of engineering hours to
build its own sensors, which would cost up to
$60,000 off the shelf, only to have Uber copy
that work.
Trade secrets related to that technology
are so precious to Waymo that when the
court fight began, Waymo refused even to tell
Uber which secrets it was accusing its rival of
misappropriating.
However the case plays out, it could have
major repercussions for the industry.
“If Google were to get everything that it is
seeking,” Smith said, “it could stop Uber’s selfdriving car program.”

SkipDR removes unwanted scratches and marks on CDs/DVDs

CD/DVD SkipDR from Digital Innovations can remove scratches.
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By Don Lindich

abrasive spinning wheel and a special fluid to remove scratches and

Q. I just got a new car. The CD player can not only play CDs, it
can import music to the car’s hard drive to create an onboard music
collection. About 20 of my favorite old CDs are scratched pretty
badly and it causes skips when playing or importing. Is there any
way to remove the scratches?
_J.B., Crafton, Pa.
A. My favorite disc scratch remover is the CD/DVD SkipDr
from Digital Innovations. It comes in a manual version for $19.99
and a motorized version for $39.99. The SkipDR uses a mildly

disc, put it in the SkipDR and turn the crank (manual) or turn it on

Tribune News Service

resurface the discs. Just spray fluid on the playing surface of the
(motorized.) After two rotations you remove the disc, buff it with
the included cloth and the process is complete.
I’ve used the SkipDr for years and it has never let me down.
The disc turns relatively slowly in relation to how much you turn
the crank, so if you have a lot of discs to do at once you should
definitely consider the motorized version. digitalinnovations.com
Please note the CD/DVD SkipDR is not compatible with Blu-ray
discs, which have a scratch resistant hard coating. If you do manage

to scratch a Blu-ray disc there is a special Blu-ray SkipDR for $40.
Q. I have a $125 Nagaoka MP110 cartridge that you
recommended years ago, used with my old Hitachi turntable. Do
you think the LP Gear The Vessel A3SE would be better for me?
_B.F., Waukesha, Wis.
A. Definitely. If I had to quantify it, I would say The Vessel A3SE
is five times better than the MP110. The MP110 is still a good
cartridge, it is just that the A3SE is a spectacular cartridge and it
actually costs less! I’ve started to receive reader feedback on The
Vessel A3SE and so far everyone is as excited as I have been. One
reader commented he preferred it to the $350 cartridge he was
using before, which was exactly my own experience. lpgear.com
Sony SS-CS5 Core Bookshelf speakers update: Last week I wrote
about these high performance bookshelf speakers, which were
available for $109/pair when I submitted the column. When I wrote
the column I checked the pricing history to make sure that they
had been available at the deeply discounted price for some time.
Satisfied that they had settled to a new pricing level around $110, I
submitted the column.
Within two days of the column first appearing in print the price
on Amazon and Best Buy was raised to the regular retail price of
$219/pair. Sony held the line at $109 for a brief time before shooting
up to match the others. I don’t know if this sudden price jump
was due to a sales surge following the publicity or simply bad luck
or bad timing on my part, but whatever the reason I am deeply
disappointed for my readers as well as myself. The SS-CS5 is the
kind of recommendation that brings me the most satisfaction: an
affordable product capable of bringing tremendous enjoyment far
beyond expectations.
My advice now is to hold off buying the Sony Core SS-CS5
Bookshelf speakers and wait for the price to drop again. I don’t
believe the $219 price is sustainable because once you are over $200
there are much better speakers available in the $200-$300 price
range. I will be watching for the price to drop again and when it
does I will post on my website.

World
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Militant attacks continue in the Sinai Peninsula, with the most recent attack occurring on Palm Sunday; leaving 45 Coptic Christians dead.
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Christians buried in Egypt after deadly bombing kills at least 45
By Molly Hennessy-Fiske
& Makarios Nassar
Los Angeles Times

ALEXANDRIA, Egypt – Mourners gathered Monday to
remember Coptic Christians killed in two deadly Palm Sunday
church bombings as militant attacks continued in the Sinai
Peninsula.
Israel closed its Taba border crossing to those departing for
Egypt after its anti-terrorism office warned of an "imminent"
militant attack there.
The Israeli military said a rocket fired from Sinai later
exploded in an open field, causing no injuries.
Intelligence Minister Yisrael Katz said Israeli authorities
picked up signs that a potential "terror attack" was planned
against tourists in the Sinai, home to several popular resorts
on the Red Sea, and to a violent insurgency affiliated with the
militant group Islamic State.
The Israeli border closure came hours before the start of the
Passover holiday, when Sinai is a popular vacation destination
for Israelis. It also comes before a scheduled visit by Pope Francis
to Egypt to mend ties with Muslim leaders.
At least 45 Christian worshipers were killed and more than a
hundred wounded during the Palm Sunday attacks at churches
in Alexandria and Tanta, one of the worst terrorist strikes to rock
Egypt in recent history.
Funeral services held overnight for the 28 victims in Tanta,

about 50 miles north of Cairo, drew thousands. In Alexandria on
Monday morning, thousands more mourners gathered to pray
for the 17 killed there.
Rida Ghattas Kamel, 55, a math teacher, traveled several hours
by bus north to Alexandria for the victims' funeral Monday.
Kamel, 55, is a Coptic Christian, and had watched coverage of
the bombings the day before with his 20-year-old daughter, who
he said became so distraught she collapsed.
"Why do such Muslim people kill us?" she asked him. "We live
together. We eat together. We study together. Why do they hate
us and kill us?"
Kamel didn't have an answer. He said he wasn't sure what to
think of President Abdel-Fattah el-Sissi, who declared a threemonth state of emergency Sunday in response to the attacks.
"I hope it can help preventing the terrorism," he said as he
rode a bus to the funeral.
But he said he did not feel more secure. He felt caught in the
middle.
"I do not think that the state of the emergency will protect
Copts," he said. "Strict Muslims ... are bombing our churches and
killing us to put Sissi in an embarrassing situation: that he can't
protect Copts."
Victims' relatives gathered in front of the altar during the
funeral service Monday at the Coptic Orthodox Church of
Alexandria, the largest Christian Church in the Middle East.
They cried, prayed and sang songs to celebrate Holy Week,
known in Egypt as the "Week of Pain."

George Gad said his sister survived the attack unscathed,
but his family has lost their sense of security, and the state of
emergency is not likely to restore it.
"It will not help. Plus, it will affect the country's economy in a
negative way," said Gad, 58, a mechanical engineer, as he cried
over the dead. "I would love for my sons to leave the country."
Some of the young Christians leading the funeral procession
also said they wanted to flee the country.
Mark Emad Naguip, 17, of Alexandria said he doesn't feel safe.
"Society treats us as second-class people," he said.
Instead of making him feel more secure, he said the state
of emergency threatened to take Egypt "back to the Mubarak
presidential period," an era of repression under longtime
President Hosni Mubarak that ended with Arab Spring protests
in 2011.
Immediately after Sunday's attacks, Israel's anti-terrorism
office had advised Israeli tourists in Sinai to return home, and
those planning trips to cancel. The government statement said
intelligence information showed "increased activity by Islamic
State militants" in Sinai as the group loses ground in Iraq and
Syria.
Battlefield losses are giving militants "motivation to carry out
terror attacks in different arenas," the government statement
said.
Tourism has declined in Sinai since 2013, when the Egyptian
military overthrew elected Islamist president Mohammed Morsi
and the Islamic insurgency intensified.

Russia joins forces with Taliban to prolong U.S. Afghan war
By Maija Liuhto
& Shashank Bengali
Los Angeles Times

KABUL, Afghanistan – Late one night in
February, villagers in the Dasht-e-Archi district
of northern Afghanistan heard strange sounds
from the nearby Panj river, which marks the
border with Tajikistan.
One farmer said he saw the bright lights
of planes landing close to the riverbank, just
inside Afghan territory in an area controlled by
Taliban militants.
Word of American airstrikes or raids against
insurgents travels fast in Kunduz province, but
the next morning no one had any information
about such an operation. The villagers
concluded that the planes belonged to another
powerful country seeking to press its influence
in Afghanistan.
"It would have had to be the Russians," said
the farmer, who asked to be identified as Gul
Agha. "These areas are outside government
control so the question is raised, why were the
planes landing there?"
Reports have swirled for months across
northern Afghanistan that Russia is increasing
its support for the Taliban, providing weapons
and financing to the militant group that has
battled U.S. and international forces since 2001.
If true, it would be a sharp reversal of
Moscow's troubled Cold War adventures in
Afghanistan, where leaders of what became
the Taliban helped drive out Soviet soldiers
who invaded in 1979 to prop up a communist
government in Kabul. Back then, it was the
U.S. under President Ronald Reagan that
backed the Afghan mujahedeen, who referred
to themselves as freedom fighters, against the
Soviets.
Russia's return to Afghanistan, according
to analysts and Western diplomats in Kabul, is
intended to counter the spread of Islamic Stateaffiliated militants in Central Asia and further
challenge the United States at a time when the
Trump administration has failed to articulate a
plan for ending the Afghan war.
Trump has not appointed an ambassador to
Kabul and has barely spoken about the longest
conflict in U.S. history, although commanders
have said they want to add to the 8,400
American troops still stationed here.
"The U.S. has become less active while Russia
has increased its activities," said a Western
diplomat in Kabul, who spoke on condition of
anonymity under diplomatic protocol.
U.S. and Afghan officials have reacted
with alarm since Alexander Mantytskiy, the
Russian ambassador to Kabul, acknowledged
in December that Moscow maintained contact
with the Taliban. This month, Gen. Joseph
Votel, head of U.S. Central Command, told

Congress that it was "fair to assume" Russia was
supporting the Taliban, although he did not
disclose details.
Russia denies supplying the Taliban with
weapons and insists its contacts are solely aimed
at bringing the insurgents to the negotiating
table. Zamir Kabulov, President Vladimir
Putin's special envoy to Afghanistan, has
called the allegations of material support to the
insurgents "absolute lies ... aimed at justifying
the failure of the U.S. military and politicians."
Taliban spokesman Zabiullah Mujahid also
denied that the group received money or arms
from Russia.
But an official with the National Directorate
of Security, the Afghan intelligence agency,
said Russian intelligence agents were providing
the Taliban with strategic advice, money and
weapons, including old antiaircraft rockets.
The Russian support has played a role in
the Taliban's advances in Kunduz, where they
have twice briefly seized the provincial capital,
Afghanistan's fifth-largest city, said the official,
who requested anonymity because he was not
authorized to speak to the media.
It also represents another effort by Putin
to exert power globally while weakening the
United States.
Russia has intervened in the Syrian war on
behalf of President Bashar Assad, and U.S.
intelligence officials believe Putin directed a
secret campaign to tilt the 2016 presidential
election in Trump's favor.
U.S. officials see Russia as a threat to an
already struggling government in Kabul, which
is losing an increasing amount of territory and
troops to Taliban advances, and to Afghan
civilians, who are being killed and injured in
record numbers, mainly in Taliban attacks.
"We know that actions by Russia in
Afghanistan are meant to undermine the work
of the United States and NATO to support the
Afghan government," said Capt. William Salvin,
spokesman for the U.S.-led North Atlantic
Treaty Organization coalition in Afghanistan.
The Afghan official said Russian intelligence
agents have held meetings with Taliban
representatives in Tajikistan and Moscow, and
occasionally enter Afghan territory in border
provinces such as Kunduz. He added that
Russians were serving as "creative minds and
strategists for the Taliban" at a kind of academy
in Iran.
Northern Afghanistan, particularly Kunduz,
is of particular interest to Russia because
Kabul's control in the area is limited and the
province borders Tajikistan, a Russian ally that
has helped mediate contacts with the Taliban.
In northern Afghanistan, Russian activity "is
well-known to everybody," said Haroun Mir,
a political analyst who regularly travels to the
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Since 2001, it has been suspected that Russia has been providing weapons for the Taliban.
area.
Mir said Russia has increased contacts with
the Taliban over the last year, coinciding with
the spread of Islamic State militants. Afghan
and Western officials believe that many of the
militants fled an army crackdown in Pakistan's
tribal belt and are of Central Asian origin,
raising fears in Moscow that they could strike
Russian interests.
Waheed Muzhda, a former official in the
Taliban government that ruled Kabul until the
2001 U.S.-led invasion, said Russian outreach to
the Taliban began a decade ago, when it twice
invited insurgent representatives to Moscow to
express concern over Uzbek militants fighting
alongside them.
Tayyab Agha, head of the Taliban's political
wing, assured Moscow that the militants would
not create problems for Russia in Central Asia,
Muzhda said.
Russia now appears to be using those
contacts to portray itself as a peacemaker.
Moscow has held two multinational meetings

on Afghanistan since December and scheduled
a third for mid-April, which representatives
from 12 countries, including China, Pakistan,
Iran, India and Afghanistan, are expected to
attend.
The United States, which has failed
repeatedly to goad the Taliban into talks,
declined to participate, saying it had not been
consulted in advance.
Although the Russian initiative is seen as
a long shot, analysts said it could emerge as a
counterweight to U.S. influence in Afghanistan.
"When we had increasing contacts with the
Taliban, Russia was very suspicious, and now
that they are, we don't like it," said Barnett
Rubin, a former State Department official in
Afghanistan during the Obama administration
who is now at the Center on International
Cooperation at New York University.
"For whatever motive, (Russia) is doing what
should be done, which is trying to bring the
Taliban into a regional political solution to the
conflict in Afghanistan."
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Varun Soni was hired in 2008 as the dean of religious life of USC, the only at the time to not be a Christian.
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USC’s Hindu chaplain: Breaking the mold
By Rosanna Xia

Los Angeles Times
Varun Soni straightened his shoulders and grasped the lectern,
his dark suit flanked by the stately white robes of priests and
ministers.
A beloved professor had been stabbed to death. As USC’s head
chaplain, it fell to Soni to help the hundreds gathered outside that
day to process their loss.
And so he spoke to them of the stories he’d collected, the pain
he’d shared, the grief he had witnessed. And he offered words to
help them, though not from the Bible or any other religious text.
“People will forget what you said, people will forget what you
did, but people will never forget how you made them feel,” he said,
quoting Maya Angelou, before he bowed his head in a universal
“Amen.”
Soni is an unusual college chaplain. He is a Hindu. He has a
law degree. In 2008, when USC hired him as its dean of religious
life, he was the sole head chaplain at a major American university
who was not only not a Christian but not an ordained Christian
at that. Today, at a time when differences, religious and otherwise,
grow ever more fraught and complex, he remains all but alone
in breaking the Protestant chaplain mold, except for a rabbi at
Dartmouth, another at Wesleyan, a Buddhist at Emerson.
“It’s very, very hard to divorce the pomp and circumstances
of academia from particularly Protestant traditions,” said Dena
Bodian, president of the National Assn. of College and University
Chaplains. “Chaplains like Varun enable us all to rethink what
chaplaincy in higher ed could look like.”
The job, after all, is about much more than Christianity. As USC’s
spiritual leader and moral voice, Soni oversees about 90 campus
religious groups including atheists and agnostics, Baha’is and
Zoroastrians.
Inside and outside the lecture halls and dormitories, he bridges
what he sees as the gap between the slow-moving wheels of
academic change and a new generation’s impatience with tradition.

He counters the tendency to split apart and subdivide with a
message of tolerance, coexistence and respect.
“If we want to know what religion is going to look like in the
United States in 20 years, just look at what’s happening on college
campuses now,” he said. “Particularly at a time when our country is
so polarized, and people aren’t speaking to each other.”
Soni himself exemplifies the many in the one. He holds five
degrees, from Harvard Divinity School, UC Santa Barbara, UCLA’s
law school and the University of Cape Town, where he wrote
his doctoral dissertation in religious studies on Bob Marley as a
spiritual figure who used his work to spread a divine message. As
an undergraduate at Tufts University, Soni studied in India at Bodh
Gaya, where Buddha attained enlightenment.
He’s consulted for the Obama administration, produced a
graphic novel and advises celebrity religious scholar Reza Aslan.
The son of immigrant doctors, he was raised in Newport Beach,
where he went to a Catholic elementary school and learned from
his best friends, who were Jewish, and his grandfather, a Buddhist
who grew up around Mahatma Gandhi.
“Gandhi, that’s why I went to law school and studied religion,”
Soni said, nodding to a framed portrait hung alongside the Dalai
Lama and the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. in his office. “Those
are my guys, people who brought together the spiritual and the
scholarly world for the purposes of social change.”
What better place to bridge these two worlds than a college
campus?
It’s not easy, Soni acknowledged, to guide a generation that grew
up seeing religion as a source of terrorism and patriarchy, whose
institutions covered up child abuse and preached discrimination.
More and more millennials are rejecting formal religion but seeking
a spiritual sense of purpose.
It helps that Soni’s approach centers more on commonality than
God.
“We’re oriented around meaning and purpose and authenticity
and identity and significance,” he said. “My concern is that as

students leave traditional religious congregations, they haven’t been
taught how to build an intentional community of like-minded
people in a way that creates empathy and compassion and a sense of
belonging. That’s compounded by the fact that this is a generation
that was born into technology ... . You may have 500 friends on
Facebook, but what does that mean in real life?”
Around campus, he’s facilitated interfaith retreats, promoted
LGBTQ Bible studies and taught courses on misunderstood
religions such as Islam and Sikhism. “My programming is my
pulpit,” he likes to say. After the Trump administration announced
a travel ban that alienated Muslims, his phone rang nonstop.
Empowered by Soni’s inclusive approach, dozens of students,
professors and religious leaders rallied alongside their Muslim peers
and attended a local mosque, where they joined in the midday
Juma’h prayer.
“Varun does a good job of keeping us moving in the same
direction,” said Dov Wagner, a rabbi at USC.
Soni, who is 42, could be mistaken for a graduate student. His
hair is cut in a fade. He often teaches in jeans. He knows how to
speak to a generation used to abbreviations and hashtags.
One afternoon, he walked his students through the religious
history of northern India’s Punjab, where his family is from. He
rolled up his sleeve to show them his Sikh kara, a delicate steel
bracelet he has worn since his mother gave it to him when he was
small.
“Right on, Pun-ja-bis!” Soni cheered.
Soni tries hard to reach everyone. As a way to include students
who don’t believe in God, for instance, he hired a “humanist
chaplain” to collaborate with other religious leaders on campus.
“Because of Varun, these other chaplains aren’t threatened by
me,” said Bart Campolo, who uses his skills as a former pastor to
guide students in a secular way. “I’m not here to attack anybody’s
belief system. They realize I’m just another guy trying to help
students answer life’s ultimate questions.”

